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1. IN'IHOCUCTION TO CXL 

This repcrt is a manual for tne LJrogosed Compiler Implementation 
Language, GIL. It is not an expository paper on the subject of 
compiler writing or compiler-comLJilers. The language definition may 
change as wcrk proyresses on the ,;roject. 

I, 1, Easic features of GIL --------------------_ 

The Compiler Implementation Language is designed for writing 
compilers tar the IBM 361) computers- The heart of the, system is a 
procedure oriented ALGOL-like lan,uage with expressions, assignment 
statements, iterative statements, etc. However the basic data types 
of the languaje are those or tne Ii3M .3bO - byte, halfword integer, 
sequence of 1 to 256 bites, etc - while the basic operations on 
these types of data are also those or the 360. This should allow the 
compiler writer to have more reelin for the code generated by the 
metacorpiler and thus make it ,~ossible to write more efficient 
compilers, 

In addition, the fol1owin.j features are provided to facilitate 
compiler writing: 

I, Scanner definitions A compiler -------------------z writer declares the source 
language symbols (reserved mords, operators, format of 
identifiers, etc.) in a scanner definition. From this the 
metacompiler builds an efticient scanner which, at compile- 
time, will read a source pro; ram, break it up into these 
symbols and pass them one at a time to the compiler itself, 

The scanner definition nas been designed to handle most of the 
existing languages. It has however been restricted so that 
efficient scanners can be built. Should it be necessary, the 
ccmpiler writer can inssect the string of characters making up 
any symbcl and/or switch to a character-by-character scan, in 
which case he may form his own symbols. 

_( L, Atoms, A hash-coded internal dictionary of all source language 
symbols is kept current as a source program is read by the 
scanner, This dictionary is used to replace each symbol by a 16 
bit representation called an atom, It is this ----- atom that is 
passed to the COm;>iler by the scanner. The compiler 
automatically uses these fixed length atoms instead of the 
variable-length source land uaje symbols. In this report, 
q'source language symboll* and "atomq8 are used synonymously. 

3. Prgduction lanquaqe_lpPi, Tnis is a sublanguage for performing 
the syntax analysis of source programs, It consists of "Floyd 
Froductions", each of which attempts to match certain symbols 
with the top symbols or a last-in-first-out (LIFO) stack- When 
a match occurs, "actions*V in the production change the stack 
and cduse "semantic routines" to be called in order to process 
the symbols matched. 

4. Structure&-tygeSZ A programmer can define his oun structured 
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types; these are se,uences of components, analogous to the 
MIRTH and HOAdE records, In order to save space, several 
alternates can be declared for each component. Once defined, 
variables of a structured type can be declared in the same way 
as usual variables are declared. 

5, Tables diets and stacks ------L---------T--'---L Tnese are all sequences of records; the 
difference 1s in the way the records are accessed, No upper 
bound on the number or records need be given. The records 
themselves may have a structured type (see (4) above). 

Records of a diet are chained to records of the internal 
dictionary (see (2) anove) to provide fast searches of records 
based on source language identifiers. 

6. Multiple coreloads. A compiler c a 11 _---- ------‘-T-- consist of any number of 
coreloads, which are executed in a fixed order, Thus, both 
single-pass compilers and compilers which perform sophisticated 
transformations and code optimization can be written. 

7, code -qsneration. This is the _--w--m- most important addition to the 
language. Our code yenera tion system (CGS) is based on 
Feldman's "code bracket" scheme iComm. Of the ACM, vol. 9, Jan. 
19661 m The purpose is to Jive the compiler uriter a high-level 
language for generating IHH 360 machine language, The compiler 
writer should be familiar vith the IBM 360 data types and the 
instruction set, Hovever he can leave register allocation, 
storage allocation, generation or instructions, conversion of 
runtime operands, etc. To the system. 

The basic features of this system are: 

A. CODEAREAS and DATAAREAS, A compiler writer may generate 
code into any number OS CODEAREAS (read-only storage at 
runtime) and may use any number of DATAAREAS (read-write 
storage). This ability to use different CODEAREAS (one for 
each subroutine, sai) and DATAAREAS (one for the variables 
associated with each subroutine,say) simplifies the 
corcpiler writer's task. Host problems connected with 
addressing code OS data in these AREAS are handled by CGS, 

B, Register descriptions, CGS maintains register 
descriptions describing tne runtime state of the IEH 360 
registers after the Last-generated instruction has been 
executed. CGS pertorms some local code optimization with 
the help of the register descriptions.. The descriptions 
may also be tested anu changed by compiler writer. 

c, DESCBIDTORS. DESC2IPTOR.S are used to describe runtime 
variables in terms of the basic data types of the IBM 360, 
such as byte, halrvord integer and fullword integer, The 
runtime address or a variable is described by a CODE or 
DATAABEA number and an offset into the AREA, The 
DESCRIPTOR can also indicate up to two levels of indirect 
addressing and/or sunscripting. The DESCRIPTOR also 
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contains information such as uhether the value is in a 
register, whetner it is d constant, etc. 

iI. Storage allocation and initialization, Primitives exist 
for ailocating storage in CODE or DATAAREAS for runtime 
variables, Problems or correct alignment and the like are 
handled by CGS. In certain cases the allocated storage can 
be initialized, 

E. Code brackets, In general, any statement or expression 
may appear between tne code bracket.s "CODE (" and *I) It. 
Tnis indicates tnat the statement or expression is to be 
executed at runtime 
expression 

must bg The operands of the statement or 
DESCRIPTORS (of runtime variables), 

constants, or varianles declared to be valid at runtime, 
For example, suppose Dl and D2 are DESCRIPTORS of an 
integer variable and an array element, respectively. Then 
execution of 

CODE( POH Dl = 1 UNTIL 10 DO D2(Dl) = 5) 

woulj. generate code to set the first 10 elements of the 
array to 5, 

When a code-bracket stdtement is executed, code is 
generated into the current CODEAREA as specified in the 
statements or expressions within the code brackets, and 
the register descri2tion.s for that CODEAREA are changed to 
describe the new runtime state of the registers. CGS also 
automatically generates code for any necessary conversions 
between data types. 

All the additional features or CLL need not be used. For example, 

1, An interpreter could ne uritten without the use of the code 
generation system; a first pass could put the program in an 
intermediate form and a second- pass could then interpret it. 

2. Production language need not be used; any type of syntax 
analyzer can be projrammed using the normal ALGOL-like 
constructs of the landuaje. 

3. The language can be used for writing "normalql programs. 
Throw out the scanner derinition, PL, and CGS and an ALGOL- 
like language remains. The basic data types of the language 
and the operations on them are those of the IBH 360 computer; 
this nigh-level language just Provides a convenient too1 for 
using them. 

1 - 2 - Hnw_ra_rend_thls_r~t?oEt 

The best way to ijet ac,uainted with the language is to read the 
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proGram examples in Appendix C, You will find that CIL is basically 
an ALGOL - like procedural ianguage. Then read Sections 2 through 10 
which describe this procedural Lanjuaje and its normal use. Skip 
over references to the scanner detinitioa, PL or CGS, Finally, read 
the three additional sections 12 (on tne scanner definition), 13(on 
PL) and 14 (on CGS)- 

l-.3. Acknowledyements ----m-w- 

Sheldcn Decker, Lee Erman, tiarl Goodman, Lockwood Norris, Jim Cook 
and Christiana liiedl have all programmed or are programming parts of 
the systeui- All of them have contributed to the language and this 
manual. Thanks also go to Jerry Feldman for his useful thoughts on 
the subject. 
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2, TERMINOLOGY AXD NOTATION 

2-1, Wfjnitions 

YetacomEile time is the time during ______- -------- which a compiler - or any 
Frogram written in CIL - is noin com,Jiled. 

Compile time is when a source --- y------y- program is being compiled by a 
compiler written in CIL. 

huntime is when a compiled Source kro,ram is being executed. ------- 

A ~~~c~-~ro_~~&q! is a trogrdm urltten in a source language. 

Source lan~~u~~ refers to tne ldu.;;uage foe which a compiler has been 
written in GIL, 

L. 2* SlntaLsetnrias 

Eackus Normal Form (SNF) witn some modifications will be used to 
describe the syntax of this >ro;ramming language, Syntactic class 
names (nonterminal symnols) are enclosed in angular brackets 1i<rr and 
">" I while the symbols or tne language (terminal symbols) are 
re;resented by themselves. A rgeuuction consists of a left qart, ------- 
which is always d syntactic class name, 

----- 
folloued by the metasyzol 

II * . = II , * . fcllowed by a riqhtgart - one or more syntactic class names --- 
or terminal symbols, It indicates tnat the syntactic class given by 
the left part consists of tnose strings of symbols described by the 
riyht Fart, Thus the productions 

<identifier> ::= <letter> 
<identiiier> ::= <identitier> <letter> 
<identifier> ::= <identifier> <digit> 

indicate that d n identities consists of a letter or another 
identifier followed by a letter or digit. In other words, an 
identifier is a letter followed by zero or more letters or digits, 
As an abbreviation, the metasimbol V81q1 is used to write the above 
three Froductions as 

<identifier> ::= <letter> 1 <identifier> <letter> 
/ <identirier> <digit> 

Thus *'1** is used to separate rijtlt garts of productions whose left 
Farts are the same. 

The following modifications to i3NF have been introduced to 
provide a clearer syntactic description. 

1. The right part of a ;>roduction may be partly described by a 
comment enclosed in .luotes, Thus we write 

<string> ::= 1 1*se3uence of 1 to 256 EBCDIC characters" * 
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2, In order to prevent misinter,jretation, the source symbols Ir<lr and 
fl>lq will alvays be enclosed in ~;uotes. Thus ve vrite 

<relation> ::= <exPression> tr<rl <expression> 

3‘. Square brackets are used to enclose optional entities. For 
example, 

<factor> ::= i <unary 02, J <primary> 

is equivalent to 

<factor> := <primary> 1 <unary op> <primary> 

4, The nonterminal symbol <emL)ty> represents the empty string. 

5, A sequence of one or more symuois, all belonging to the syntactic 
class <x>, can be vritten as <<x> list>- If they are to be separated 
by a terminal symbol, then this terminal symbol directly precedes 
the word '*list*', Thus 

<basic decl> :I= <basic tyke> <<identifier> ,list> 

is exactly equivalent to 

<basic decl> ::= <basic tyPe> <id list> 
<id list> ::= <identifier> 1 <id list> , <identifier> 

and 

<integer> ::= <<digit> list> 

is equivalent to 

<integer> ::= <digit> 1 <integer> <digit> 

6, It a nonterminal appears more than once in a production, the 
occurrences may be numbered so that they can be identified in the 
semantic discussion. Thus we vrite 

<for list> ::= <expressionl> UNTIL <expressionZ> 

7, The syntactic classes <specrunc> and <specproc> denote special 
function designators and special procedure calls respectively. The 
syntax of these <specfunc>s and <S FeCFrOC>S is alvays given in 
hoxes- For example, 

F---------- ________ -_-_---_-m-e--- ---, 
1 PUSH ( <stack identifier> [,<exp>]) 1 
L--------------_------------------- ---.I 
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2.3, Syqtrictic entities 
[with corresponding 
numbers) 
<action> 
<actual parameter> 
<add Op> 
<altered value> 
<alternate selector> 
<arith type> 
<assignment runstate) 
<assignment statement> 
<tasic symbol> 
<basic type> 
<basic type dec> 
<begin quote> 
<bit> 
<bit integer> 
<bit OF> 
<bits type> 
<case statement> 
<char sequence> 
<char set> 
<character> 
<class dec> 
<class name> 
<classlab dec> 
<closed cond runstate> 
<closed cond state> 
<clcsed iter state> 
<closed runstate> 
<closed statement> 
<code statement> 
<component> 
<component id> 
<component selector> 
<comFcnent specifier> 
<comFcnent varia.ble> 
<compound runstate> 
<compound statement> 
<ccnstant> 
<constituent> 
<ccntrol runstate) 
<control statement> 
<coreload> 
<coreload description> 
<dec integer> 
<declaration> 
<de.Limiter> 
(DESCB destination> 
<destination> 
<diet declaration> 
<diet designator> 
<diet identifier> 
<digit> 
<EECCIC char> 

Section 

13.9 
9.7 
8.2 
8.3 
8.3 
5. I 
I4 .0,2 
9.2 
3.1 
5.1 
6.1 
12.5 
3. I 
5.3 
8.2 
5-l 
9.5 
12.2 
12.3 
12.3 
13.7 
13-5 
13,.7 
14.6.3 
9.3 
9.4 
14-b 

9. 
14.6 
5.2 
3.2 
7.1 
8.3 
7.1 
14.6.1 
9.1 
5.3 
5.2 
14.6.5 

9.6 
4.1 
4.1 
5.3 
6. 
3.1 
7. 
7. 
6.2 
7.1 
3.2 
3. I 
3.1 

<EBCDIC or hex> 12.2 
<empty> 2.2 
<end quote> 12.5 
<eXF> 8. 
<expr> 8. 
<expression> 8.2 
<factor> 8.2 
<formal parameter seg> 6.3 
<tunction designator> 8.1 
<global declaration> 4.2 
<go to op> 9.6 
<hex char> 12.2 
<hex integer> 5.3 
<hexit> 3. I 
<identifier> 3.2 
<indirect reference> 7.1 
<int dec> 13.7 
<int declaration> 6.4 
<int identifier> 3.2 
<integer> 3.2 
<label> 3.2 
<label definition> 9. 
<left part> 13.8 
<letter> 3.1 
<long real> 5.3 
<keyuord component> 8.3 
<main stack dec> 6.2 
<metasymbol> 13.4 
<nult op> 8.2 
<nev value> 8.3 
<number selector> 7.1 
<old value> 8.3 
<open cond runstate> 14.6.3 
<open cond state> 9.3 
<open iter state> 9.4 
<open runstate> 14.6 
<open statement> 9. 
<pass> 4.3 
<pass number> 3.2 
<PL declaration> 13.7 
<PI. identifier> 13.5 
<PL int> 13-5 
<PL label> 13.5 
<YL subprogram> 13. 
<pointer cons> 5.3 
<pointer type> 5.1 
<point0 type> 5. I 
<positional component> 8.3 
<preprocessor> 12.6 
<primary> 8.2 
<procedure body> 6.3 
<k,rocedure call> 9.7 
<procedure control> 14.6.8 
<procedure declaration> 6.3 
<procedure heading) 6. 3 
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<procedure runcall> 14-0.7 
<production> 13.8 
<program> 4. 
<quote def> 12.5 
<quote pair> 12.5 
<real> 5.3 
<register name> 14.4.1 
<register no> 14.4,1 
<relational op> 8-2 
<reserved def> 12-4 
<reserved word> 12.4 
<right part> 13.8 
<runlabel definition> 14-b-4 
<runexF> 14.5*1 
<runTactor> 14-5-l 
<runFrimary> 14-5-l 
<runstate> 14.6 
<scale factor> 5-3 
<scanner def> 12. 
<scanner id> 3.2 
<set definition> 12.3 
<sign> 5.3 
<simple variable> 7.1 
<source id> 12.4 
<source language symbol>3.4 
<source symbol> 13.3 
<stack identifier> 3.2 
<stack declaration> 6.2 
<stack designator> 7-I 
<statement> 9, 
<storage allot> 6.2 
<string cons> 5-3 
<string type> 5.1 
<struct exp> 8.3 
<structure definition> 5.2 
<structured type> 3-2 
<structured type dec> 6.1 
<subbyte designator> 7.1 
<substring designator> 7.1 
<symb> 13.8 
<symbol> 13.7 
<symbol-label> 13-7 
<synonym> 3.2 
<synonym def> 12.2 
<synonym pair> 12.2 
<type dec> 6.1 
<tdbie declaration> 6-2 
<table designator> 7.1 
<table identifier> 3.2 
<termin> 12-G 
<type> 5. 
<type specifier> 6.3 
<unary ok> 8-2 
<unscaled real> 5-3 
<variable> 7.1 
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<bit> ::=o I1 
<digit> ::=0 Ill 2 1314 15 16 17 18 I9 
<hexit> ::= <digit> 1 A J B I C 1 D I E I F 

<delimiter> ::= + j - ) * I/ 1 -l 1 = 1 a 
1-1,1;1’I(1)I: 
I “<‘I 1 I’>” J ,I <= n 1 n,= n 

i 
)*q<n 1 II-.>0 1 -I= 
_ I 9: I /* I */ I // 1 ** 

3, THE BASIC ELERENTS OF THE LANGUAtiE 

3.1, comments dnd s7aces ----- -----1-------_-_--,--L------ Basic symbols 

Syntax 
<basic symbol> ::= <letter> ] <digit> ] <delimiter> 

<letter> "=A1 ti 1 C 1 D 1 Ej PI G 1 H 1 I ] J 1 K . . 
ILl~lNlOlPlQlRlSIT 
IulvlwlxlYl~l~ 

<EBCDIC char> ::= "any EBCDIC character except space" 

Semantics: Letters are use for torming identifiers and reserved 
words- Digits are used in rorming numbers and identifiers. Bits and 
hexits are used in forming constants. The meaning of delimiters vi11 
be given at the appropriate place in the sequel. 

Except in a PL subprogram and a scanner definition, a comment 
of the form 

/* "any sequence of characters not including rc*/n ** */ 

may appear anyvhere, It is the eluivalent of a single space. 

Changing to a new card or line has no significance, Outside of 
strings, spaces have no meaning except for the folloving rules: 

1. At least one space must separate two adjacent identifiers, 
<source language symbol>s (cf Section 3.4), integers or reserved 
uords. 

2, A space may not separate tuo characters of a delimiter, 
identifier, integer, reserved vord or source language symbol- 

This section has defined the characters used in uriting a 
compiler in GIL- This does not preclude the use of other characters 
or the use of these characters in a different way in a source 
language for which a compiler is being vritten. 

3.2.. Zd@&ifiers a@ inteqers_ 

Syntax 
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<identifier> ::= <letter> 1 <identifier> <letter> 
1 <identifier> <digit> 

<integer> ::= <<digit> list> 

<component id> ::=<identirier> 
<diet identifier> ::=<identifier> 
<int identifier> ::=<identirier> 
<label> --=<identifier> .* 
<scanner id> *.=<identitier> . . 
<stack identirier>::=<identifier> 
<structured type> ::=<identifler> 
<synonym> ::=<identitier> 
<table identirier>::=<identirier) 

<pass number> ::= <integer> "between 1 and 25" 

Semantics: Integers have their conventional meaning as decimal 
numbers, Identifiers have no .inherent meaning hut serve to identify 
variables, labels, procedures, structure types, and scanner 
derinitions- They may be chtisen freely except that they may not also 
be reserved vords of the language (cf Section 3.3). In addition, 
several identifiers are already implicitly declared by the system. 
They may be declared in a program, but this Erecludes their use as 
system identifiers (cf Appendix d)- Note that the letter G may be 
used in an identifier, Bani srstem identifiers begin uith G and it 
would be uise to refrain from usinj c; in this way. 

The same identifier cannot be used to denote two different 
quantities except when these &luantities have disjoint scopes as 
defined by the declarations of tne program (cf Sections 6 and 4.2). 

The recognition of the derinition of a given identifier (but 
not a component identifier -cf Section 7) is determined by the 
tollowing rules- 

Step 1, If the identifier is detined by a declaration of a 
quantity or structure type, or is standing as a label within a 
Frocedure embracing the occurrence of the identifier, then it 
denotes that quantity, structure type, or label. 

Step 2. Otherwise, if the ldentitier is a formal parameter of a 
FzOCedUre embracing the occurrence of the identifier, then it 
stands for that formal parameter- 

Step 3. Otherwise, if the identifier is defined by a 
deciaration of a quantity or structure type or by its standing 
as a label within a ;Jass embracing the occurrence of the 
identifier, then it denotes that quantity, structure type, or 
label, 

SteF 4. Otherwise, ir the identifier is defined by a 
declaration of: a quantity or structure type in a global 
declaration valid in the pss (or global declaration) embracing 
the occurrence of the idenrifier, then it stands for that 
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quantity or structure type. 

Step 5, Otherwise, ir tne identifier uas declared as a 
<synonym> in a scanner detinition, then it stands for the 
ccrresponding source language symbol- 

If any single step could lead to more than one definition, then the 
identification is undefined. 

3.3, Reserved words _----------- 

The following reserved words may not be used as identifiers. 

ALT ANC 
BACK BEGIN BITAND BITEXOR BITOR 
BYTE BYTES BYTE2 BYTE3 BYTE'4 
CASE CGDE CODEAREA CONTENT CORELOAD 
DATAAREA DEC DELETE DICT DO DUB DYNAMIC 
ELSE END ENDCASE ENDPASS ENTER 
FOB FRCM PWF FWI 
GD GOIF GOXFNCT GOT0 
HWI 
IF IN 
LOOK 
MAIN 
NOT 
OF OR 
PASS PASSES POINTER POP PROCEDURE PRODLANG PUSH 
REM RETURN RUNTIME 
SCANNEb STACK STATIC STRING STRUCTURE 
SUEBYTE SUBSTH SYNTAX 
'IABLE 'IALLY THEN TO 
UNTIL 
WHILE 
CC 

3-U. Source laxgage symbols 

Syntax: 
<source language symbol> ::= <synonym> 

1 $ <<EBCDIC char> list> 

Semantics: A source lanyuaye symbol is a seguence of characters 
defined in a scanner definition to be a delimiter or reserved word 
of the language for which a compiler is being written- One refers to 
the BYTE2 atom tor a source language symbol either by preceding it 
by a dollar sign, or by usin, a synonym for it (cf Section 12.2). NO 
space may separate the dollar sign from the character list or the 
characters in the list themselves and a space must follow the last 
character. 
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4, STRUCTURE OF A PBOGRAIY 

Syntax: 
<proyram> . * -‘= bEGIN L <<declaration> ;list> ] 

L <<statement> ;list> ] END 

**= HEXiN <coreload description> . . 
L <<scanner def> list> ] 
L <<Global declaration> list> ] 
<<,rass> list> 
ZND 

Semantics: The first derinition oi a proGram is for the usual 
ALGOL-like Projram consistin, or declarations (cf Section 6) and 
statements (cf Section g), i'hz second must be used for programs with 
multiple passes or proyrams which use a scanner or production 
language- 

Syntax: 
<coreload description> ::= <<coreload> list> 
<coreload> :I= CORELUAD <integer> 

<<Pass number> li.st> 

Semantics: The coreload descriijtion indicates how storage is to 
be allocated to the passes or a compiler- The coreloads must be 
numbered (by the <integer>) in ascending order, starting uith 1. At 
compile time, initially all the gasses associated with coreload 1 
are in core, and the first ,Jass listed is executed. Upon execution 
of a CALLPASS statement (cf Section 9.6) which refers to a pass in a 
different coreload, the new coreload is brought into core- The 
passes in the previous coreload maj not be referred to again. 

4-2. Global declarations _-_-_------ 

Syntax: 
<global declaration> ::= PASSE5 <integerl> <integere> 

<<declaration> ;list> 

] PASSES <integeri> RUNTIHE 
<<declaration> ;list> 

1 RUNTiME <<declaration> ;list> 

Semantics: A global declaration declares identifiers (and their 
attributes) which are to be used glonally in 

a) passes numbered <integerI> tilrough <integer*>; 
b) passes <integerI>, <integers> + l,,.,, and at runtime; 
c) at runtime only. 

The following restrictions are illaced on identifiers declared in a 
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global declaration 

a) no identifier may be a reserved word (cf Section 3.3); 
b) the same identifier may not be declared in two global 

declarations which have a pass in common, Thus 

PASSES 1 4 BYTE A,B 
PASSES L 3 RYTE B,C 

is illegal; 
c) an identitier must be declared before it can be used. 

Declarations themselves are discussed in Section 6. 

Examples: 
PASSES 1 2 BYTE A,B,C; POINTER P 
PASSES 5 RUNTIME STRING X 
RUNTINE BYTE Y; FWI A,B 

4-3, Passes 

Syntax: 
<pass> -*= PASS <pass number> [<PL subprogram>] . . 

i <<ueclaration> ;list> ] 
; <<statement> ;list> ] 
ENDPASS 

Semantics: A pass is a logical unit - a subprogram. Section 9.6 
discusses the statements which control the order of execution of 
passes. When a pass begins, it no PL subprogram is present, the 
first statement in the list is executed, if a PL subprogram is 
present, execution begins with the tirst production in it. 
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5. VALUES, 'TYPES AND CONSTANTS 

A variable is a symbolic -------7 rel>resentation of a quantity that may 
assume dlfrerent values . -----_ me vaLue or a variable is always the one 
n,ost recently assi>jned to it. %acrl variable has a type which defines 
the class of values that the variaole may represent. 

Types fall into two classes: basic types - which are the basic, ---_--- 
elementary types in the la+ua,c - and structured t~pe_s - which are ----------- 
ordered sets of one or more basic types and possibly other 
structured types. Structured tJ'pes are defined by the programmer in 
a structure definition- ______--------------- 

The number of bytes each ditferent type of value uses in the 
IBY 360 and the alignment of these brtes in memory are discussed in 
Section 11. Section 5-l describes the basic types in the language, 
Section 5-2 structured types anu tne structure definition. Constants 
are descrited in Section 5.3. 

Syntax: 
<type> ::= <~aslc t,pe> 1 <structured type> 

5- 1, Basic-tnees 

Syntax: 
<tasic type> ::= <bits ty>e> 1 <arith type> 

1 <iJointer type> 1 <string type> 

<bits type> ::= BYTE 1 BYTti2 1 BYTE3 1 BYTE4 
1 BYTES ( <integer> ) 

<arith type> -*= dYI 1 FYI 1 FWF ] DWF 1 DEC e. 
<pointer type> ::= POLNTER 

1 l?OINTER ( <<point0 type> list> ) 
<string type> ::= STRING ( <integer> ) 

<Lointo type> ::= <bits type> 1. <arith type> I POINTER 
1 <string type> 1 <structured type> 

Semantics: The types BYTE, BYTEZ, BYTE3 and BYTE4 
essentially abbreviations for BYL'ES(l), BYTES(2), BYTES(3) 

are 
and 

BYTES(4), respectively. Note however the different alignment 
properties (cf Section 11). 

'The following table lists the values that may be associated 
with a variable of each basic tyr'e. 

iYES Value --- 

BYTES(<integer>) sequence or d*<inteyer> bits 
( 0 < <integer> <= 256) 
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HWI IBIY 360 HaltWord Integer: 16 bits 
( between -L**lS and 2**75-1) 

FWI IBfi 363 Fullriord Integer: 32 bits 
( between -2**31 and 2**31-1) 

FWF IBil 360 FullWord Floating point number: 
32 bits 

DWF IBM 360 DoubleWord Floating point number: 
64 bits 

CEC DECimal number of 1 to 31 digits plus sign 
STBING(<integer>) se,uence OX <integer> EBCDIC characters 

( 0 < <integer> < 256) 
FOINTER reference to some value(24 bit address) 

When referring to the value ?oknted at by a variable declared 
as FOINTEB, it is necessary to indicate uhat type that value has. 
This can be done at the point or referral (c-f Section 7.31, or in 
the declaration itself throuGh the list of <point0 type>s. For 
example, 

POINTER A A may point at any value. 
PCINTEH(FWF)B B mai only point at values 

of type FWF, 
I?OINTER(FWF HWI)C C may Lloint at values 

of type F*IP and BWI.. 

Hierarchy of typs, It is --T---- ------ sometimes necessary to perform 
automatic conversion of values, For example, if one adds an FWI 
value to an FWF value, the FWI value must first be converted to 
floating point rorm. The hierarchy of type precedences is: 

DYE‘ 
FWF 
DEC 
FWI 
HWI 
BYTES 

5-2. StQuctured values and ti@&j 

Syntax: 
<structure definition> 

*. -*= STRUCTURE <structured type> 
( <<constituent> ,list> ) 

<constituent> ::= <coaponent> 
] <constituent> ALT <component> 

<component> *.- -*- <ty>e> <component id> 
1 <comdonent id> (<<constituent> ,list>) 
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Semantics: A structure derinition defines a new structure named 
<structured type>. A structured value is a set of constituents - 
which at --T--- any instant of runtime are values with basic types-and 
possibly ether structured tipes. Each constituent consists of a 
single component or it consists or a set of alternative components 
separated ry the reserved word ALT - This is used mainly to save 
space, Only one of the alternative comPonents may be in use at any 
time, and it is the responsibility of the programmer to know vhich 
one is bein used, 

The name of each component is the component id. This name is 
used to refer to that com;ionent of the structured type. The 
compcnent id may be any valid idelitirier vhich is not a structured 
tYFe; the only rule to De followed is that, vhen referring to 
components and subcomponents or a structured value, the metacompiler 
must be anle to uniijuely determine what is meant. See Section 7.2 
for full details- 

Rote that a component mai itself contain subcomponents. If a 
structured type is used as the type of some component, this 
structured type must have been previously (statically) declared. 

inile not necessary, it ma> be useful for the programmer to 
k5OW how storage is allocated to components. This is discussed in 
Section 11, 

Examples: 

1. STRUCTURE SUBSCh ( BYTE ArlEA, BYTE3 OFFSET, POINTER S) 

A value of type SUL?SCX consists or 

a) a BYTE value named AHdA , foliowed by 
b) a BYTs.3 value named OfFsET , tollowed by 
c) a POIWTER value named S. 

2, STRUCTURE Cl (BYTE KIND ALT HwI 3, C (BYTE Cl, POINTER C2), 
SUSSCB D, SUBSCn E) 

A value or‘ type Dl consists OK 

a) EITHER a BYTE value named K1ND 
or a halfword integer named B, followed by 

b) a value named C, C itselr consists of 
1) a RYTE value named cl iollcwed by 
2) a POINTEH value named CL, 
C is followed by 

a) a value, named D, of structurt?d type SUBSCR 
e) a value, named E, or structured type SUBSCR 
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5-3, Constants _-------- 

Syntax: 
<constant> *-= <integer> 1 <hex integer> 

i-<nit integer> 1 <dec inteqer> 
1 <real> 1 <long real> 
1 <logical cons> 
1 <string cons> 1 <pointer cons> 
1 <synonym> 1 <int identifier> 

<hex integer> --= x I . b <<hexit> list> ( 
<bit integer> -.= B 3 . . <<bit> list> I 
<dec integer> ::= <integer> D 
<real> . . .-= <unscaleu real> [ <scale factor> ] 
<long real> . . -a= <real> L 
<string cons> .-= I . . "se,,uence of 1 - 256 EBCDIC 

characters" ( 
<pointer cons> --= 0 . . 

<unscaled real> ::= <intr$er> - <integer> I <integer> . 
1 - <integer> 

<scale factor> ::= E <sign> <integer> 
<s.ign> . . --= + , - 

Semantics: Integers, reals and long reals are interpreted 
according to tne conventiondi. decimal notation, A scale factor 
denotes an integral power or 10 wnicn is multiplied by the unscaled 
real preceding it- A dec integer is an integer of 1 to 31 digits 
which will be represented in packed aecimal notation, 

A string constant is a se,luence of 1 to 256 characters, 
enclosed by the string quote I8 * II- Within the sequence, the string 
quote itself is to be represented bi two adjacent string quotes, The 
numnec of characters in the string is called the length of the 
string- 

Each hexit in a hex integer represents 4 bits in the usual 
manner, Both hex integers and nit integers are right adjusted in 
their field, with leading zero oils added if necessary (see below). 

The pointer cons 0 fails to point to a value- 

A synonym denotes the atom corresponding to the source language 
symbol associated to the synonym in a <synonym def> of the scanner 
sutlanguage (cf Section 12.2). 

An int identifier is a BYTE2 constant- The actual value is 
assigned by the metacompiler (see Section 6.4)- 

Each constant has a uniiue type, as defined by the following 
list. It should be noted that any necessary conversion of constants 
is done at metacompile time wnen possible. 
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_(constant> 

<integer> 
<hex integer> 

<bit integer> 

<dec integer> 
<real> 
<long real> 
<string cons> 
<pointer cons> 
<synonym> 
<int identifier> 

HWl ir less than 65536. FWI otherwise 
BYTES(I), uhere if there 
are J hexits, 2*1 >= J > 2*X-2 
BYTES(I), where if there 
are J bits, 8*1 >= J > R*I-8 
DEC 
FWL 
DWI 
STRING (<integer>) 
POlNTER 
BYTE2 
BYTE2 

In addition, the following system identifiers for constants can be 
used. 

TRUE BYTE1 (=X'FF') 
IALSE BYTE1 (=X'OO') 

Examples: 

<constant> ------w-s 

<integer> 

<hex integer> 

<bit integer> 

<dec integer> 

<real> 

<long real> 

<string cons> 

examtlles ---- --_ 

1 23 325678 

X'OA X'b32A' X'FFFFFFFF' 

B'OllO' i3'10u10010000' 

32u 100D 1357312389D 

3, -56 32,031 3-E-20 

2.718Ld18284590U52353L .3E-1L 

'S'TRING' '0' **I@ is the string 
consisting ot a single apostrophe. 
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6, DECLARATIONS 

Declarations serve to determine the scope of identifiers and to 
define permanent properties of them (type of value that may be 
associated with them, structure). tienerally, a number of bytes are 
allocated to each identitier (depending on the type) to hold the 
vaiue associated with it. See Section 11 for full details. 

Syntax: 
<declaration> --= <structure definition> . . 

1 <type dec> 
1 <int declaration> 
1 <taole declaration> 
1 <diet declaration> 
1 <stack declaration> 
1 <main stack dec> 
1 <,)rocedure declaration> 

6-1, Basic a~g_structured_ti~e_~~~iarationS 

Syntax: 
<type dec> --= <basic tlPe dec> . I 

1 <structured type dec> 
<basic type dec> ::= <basic tipe> <<identifier> ,list> 
<structured type dec> ::= <structured type> <<identifier> ,list> 

Semantics: Basic and structured t se declarations serve to 
associate a type with identifiers, Only values of that type may be 
assigned to the identitiers, The structured type must have been 
previously (statically) declared. 

Examples: 

FGjI A,B,C 
POINTER (SUBSCR) D (see Section 5.2 for the structure 

ciefinition for SUBSCR), 
SUBSCR E,F,G 

6-2s Table diet and stack declarations -----L-------------------------m- 

Syntax: 
<table declaration> ::= <storage allot> <type> TABLE <integer> 

<table identifier> 
J STRING TABLE <table identifier> 

= <<striny cons> ,list> 

<diet declaration> ::= <storage allot> <type> DICT <integer> 
<diet identifier> 

<stack declaration> :t= <storage allot> <type> STACK <integer> 
<stack identifier> 
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<main stack dec> ::= ?lAiN si?ACK <stack identifier> 

<StOKdge dllOc> ::= _1 sTATLC ] DYNAMIC 1 <empty> 

Semantics: Table, diet and stclcrc declarations all serve to 
associate d seiuence of data records of type <type> with the table, ------- 
diet or stack identifier, Tne dirterence is only in the way the 
records are added, ueletdd or accessed. See Section 10.0 for full 
details: 

A table is a linear se,uence cf records. Records are 
usually accessed throu;h tlointtjrs to them and by the operations 
LCOK and ENTEil. They ma: nowever be accessed exactly like a one 
dimensional ALGOL drray. 

A diet is also a sel,uence of records, these records are 
however list-structured ror iast searches based on source 
language symbols. Records mai ne added to or deleted from the 
diet, They may also ne tafien off the chain which list- 
structures them. The ty,e 01 the diet records must be a 
structured type. Further, the structured type, say T, must 
begin as follows: 

SfBUCTUaE T (tiYTr: NAMd1, POINTER NAME2, a.- 

Here, the component ids are not important; only the fact that 
the first two components are a BYTE and a POINTER. The reason 
for this will become ciear wnen Section 10.2 on LOOK and ENTER 
is read, 

A stack is a LIFO (last-in-rirst-out) stack, Records may 
re added and deleted in the customary manner, 

<storai;e allot> indicates how storage is to be allocated to the 
sequence, It STATIC or <empty>, <integer> gives the maximum number 
of records in the table, diet or stack. These records uill be 
contiguous. If CYNAMIC, <integer> defines the number of contiguous 
records in a "block4'- Storage LS initially allocated to one block of 
records; extra blocks are added as the need arises while the program 
is being executed- 

Each pass which uses production language must have a stack to 
communicate between the production language and semantic language. 
This stack is specified by a <naln stack dec>- The stack identifier 
in the <main stack dec> must be a previously declared STATIC stack, 
In addition, the type of the stack recorns must be a structured 
type, say S, which begins as follows: 

STRUCTUBZ S (BYTE2 NAMEI, BYTEL NAME2, BYTE2 NAME3, --. 

Here, the component ids are not important; only the fact that the 
first three components are BYTE2 quantities. See Section 13.6. 
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Examples: 

SUBSCR TABLE 200 A 
DYNAMIC Dl DICT 50 B 
STATIC Dl STACK 100 C 
MAIN STACK C 

b-3 Frocedure declarations 

Syntax: 
<procedure declaration> ::= PROCEDURE 

<procedure heading> ; <procedure 
J <type> PROCEDURE _ 

body> 

(procedure heading> ; <procedure body> 

<procedure heading> ::= <identifier> 
L ( <<formal parameter seg> ;list>) ] 

<formal parameter sey> 

21 

::= <type specifier> <<identifier> *list> 
<type specifier> :t= <type> ] BYTES 1 STRING 

1 <type> TABLE 1 <type> DICT 
1 <type> STACK 

<procedure body> ::= <stateaent> 
] BEtiIN L <<type dec> ;list> ] 
[ <<statement> ;list> ] END 

Semantics: A procedure declaration associates a procedure body 
with the identifier immediately tollouiny the symbol PROCEDURE. A 
proper procedure (case 1 above) is invoked by a procedure statement 
[cf Section 9-7) and a function ( typed procedure - case 2 above) by 
a runction designator (cf Section H-1) or a procedure statement. 

The procedure heading also describes the formal parameters and 
their t y Fe.% All formal parameter identifiers in a formal parameter 
segment are of the same indicated type, The type specifiers BYTES 
and STRING specify iormai parameters whose corresponding actual 
parameters at a call point are BYTES (I) and STRING(I) for some 
integer I- It is more efficient to indicate the number of bytes if 
it is constant for all calls of the procedure or function, 

The value to be returned by a function is indicated by 
assignin it to the function identifier. 

Examples: 

FEOCEDURE LOOKLAB(BYTEL ATOM; POINTER I'); 
/' LCOK IN SYMBOL TABLE SSYMB YOR THE SOURCE SYMBOL "ATOM" WHCH 

IS A LABEL. RETURN THB ADDRESS OF THE RECORD IN P-*/ 
BEGIN P .= LOOK(SSYMU,ATOM) ; 

WHILE P -,= i) DO dEGIN IF P-TYPE = LABEL 
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END 

THEN RETURN; 
P = LOOK(SSYtii3,P) 

END 

6-4, Jfit declarations 

Syntax 
<int declaration> ::= INT <<identifier> ,list> 

Semantics: In production language an INT is a nonterminal or 
INTernal symbol used to help parse tne program, In order to allow 
the semantic portion of a compiler to test the main stack and to 
provide more communication Detween syntax and semantics, the int 
declaration has been provided. Each identifier declared as INT is a 
BYTE2 constant - the actual value being assigned by the 
metacompiler. It may be used anywhere a constant may be used (cf 
Secticn 13). 
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7. VARIABLES AND INDIRECT RBFERENCES 

In Secticn 5 we described tne aitrerent types of values possible. In 
Section 6 we indicated now these types could be associated with 
identifiers. de now describe horn one references the value associated 
with an identifier - either to use it or to change it- 

Syntax: 
<destination> ::= <variable> 1 <indirect reference> 
<DESCR destination> ::= <destination> "of type DESCRIPTORfl 

<variable> *. **= <simple variable> 
) <component variable> 

<simple variable) --= <identifier> 
-*] <table designator> 

1 <diet designator> 
1 <stack designator> 
1 <suDstring designator> 
1 <subbyte designator> 

<component variable>::= <situple variable>.<component selector> 

.- ,, .I+ 
<indirect reference>::= CONTENT( <POINTER expr> 

i <Point0 type> ] ) 
j <variable> . <component selector> 

<table designator> I:= <table identifier> ( <expression> ) 
<diet designator> ::= <diet identifier> ( <expression> ) 
<stack designator> t:= <stack identifier> ( <expression> ) 

1 LO 1 1.1 1 L2 1 L3 1 L4 1 RO 1 Rl 1 R2 
tsubstring designator> ::= SIJBSTB ( <destination> 

<expression> [ <expression> ] ) 
<subbyte designator>::= :UBBYTE ( <destinltion> 

I <expression> [ , <expression> ] ) 

<component selector>::= <<component id> -list> 
j <<number selector> .list> 

<number selector> ::= <inteber> 1 7 <integer> ] 

7-1, S&ple variables 

A table designator denotes a record of a table, The expression is 
evaluated, assigned to an internal integer variable I (say), and the 
Ith record is chosen. The value I must be greater than 0 and, if the 
table is STATIC, less than or edual to the number of records 
declared- 

The time necessary to calculate the address of a record T(1) is 
directly proportional to the number of the block in uhich the record 
resides- 

Ihe usual way of accessing table records is through the LOOK 
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and ENTER commands and through POINTER variables which point at the 
records, Ii these commands are used, tne following restriction is 

' placed on the used of table designators: the value of I must always 
select an already-existing record; if not, an error may result. This 
is not checked at runtime, 

If ENTER, LOOK and DELETE are not used, then the table is 
actually a one dimensional array. It it is declared DYWAMIC, then it 
may have any number of records. Thus, if a value I is used but there 
are not as yet I records in the tdble, enough blocks of records are 
added to yield I of them. 

A diet designator denotes a record of a diet. This works 
exactly like a table designator, 

A stack designator references a stack record, The expression is 
evaluated, assigned to an internal integer variable I, and the Ith 
record from the top of the stack is chosen. Thus, if S is a stack, 
S(0) refers to the top record, S(l) the first from the top, etc. If 
a pass has a main stack, then the system identifiers LO,.,.,l,4 refer 
to the top main stack record,,.., 4th record from the top of the 
main stack, before matching or the last production began, while 
RO,Rl, AND R2 refer to the current top, 1st and 2nd records of the 
main stack, cesgectively. 

A substring designator denotes a sequence of characters of the 
string <destination> the first exi)ression is evaluated and assigned 
to an internal integer variable I. 1 then selects the position in 
the <variable> of the starting cnaracter of the sequence, The first 
character has position 0, Tnus we have 0 <= I < declared length of 
the string variable. The second expression is evaluated and assigned 
to an internal integer variable J. J is then used as the length of 
the selected se<luence- I+J must oe less than or equal to the 
declared length of the string variable, The default value for the 
second expression is (lengtn or strinq variable -1). 

A subbyte designator denotes a sequence of bytes of a BYTES 
variable or indirect reference, 'The semantics are the same as those 
of substring designators. 

7.2, C_qZLonent variables and selectors 

A component variable references d component of some structured 
variable- T he first syntactic entity in a component variable is a 
simple variable, which chooses the particular structure from which 
the ccmkonent is to be taKen, Tnis is followed by a period and a 
ccmponent selector, which picks out the desired component. There are 
two methods for this - naminb the component, or indicating its 
i;osition by a sei;uence of numbers. 

A- !!S!~X------7 -e---e: the component The component selector is a sequence 
of component identiriers, separated by periods, The first is 
the name of a component or the structure. If there is only one 
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comFonerlt identifier, tnen the desired component has been 
fcund. If there are more, then the first must name a component 
which itself has subcomponents, The second name picks out the 
desired subcomponent, etc. As an example, consider the 
declarations 

STRUCTURE SUBSCR (BYi'G AdEA, BYTE3 OFFSET, POINTER S); 
STRUCTURE Dl (BYTE iIlL) ALT HUI E, 

C (BYTE Cl, POINTER C2), 
SUBSCk D, SUBSCR E); 

Dl A; 

To pick out component B oi A use A.B _ 
To pick out component Cl, use A-C-Cl . 
To pick out component S o& component D of A, use A.D,S . 

It is not always necessary to give the complete list of 
comi;onent ids. Thus, in tne above examples, A.Cl is 
to 

equivalent 
A.C.Cl. The only rule is that the component variable must 

unambiguously define a comi,onent, A.S Would not be valid, since 
it could be either A-D-S Ur A-E-5, 

B.. Numberinl the component, Constituents are numbered from the left5------ 7-----T- -Ir--uithin 
starting With a constituent, the alternate 

components are similarly numbered. A number selector I selects 
the first component of the Ith constituent, Thus we have: 

A.1 equivalent to A-KIND 
A-2 equivalent to A.C 
A-i-1 eyuivalent to A.C.Cl - 

How would ne reference component B? By A-1-2. Here, the It-288 
specifies the particular alternate (the second). In 
rcI-,Jql means, 

general, 
the Jth alternate ror the Ith (sub)constituent. As 

illustrated above, A.1 is e4uivalent to Al--l. 

7-3. Indirect references 

A simple reference 

CONTENT ( <POINTER expression> ) 

references the variable 14jlornted at" by the POINTER expression. 
Thus, using the examples of tne preceding section, if PP is a 
pointer variable, then executing 

PP = 3 A-KIND; CONTENT = 3 

sets the component A-KIND to 3 (CT Section 8-2-l). The reserved word 
*l&C" can be used as an abbreviation for l*CONTENT1gw 

It is necessary to indicate uhat type cf value is being pointed 
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at, by including a <point0 tl,je>. This may of course be done in the 
declaration of a FAINTER variable (ct Section 5.1), in which case it 
can be left out here. The above example could be written as 

PP = a A.KIND; COtiTENT(PP BYTE) = 3 

If a POINTER expression points at some structured type value, 
then one can designate a component or subcomponent of that value 
exactly as was expiained in Section 7-3. 

Ac,ain, the <point0 type> may be omitted here if it is possible 
t0 determine from the component selector which structured type is 
being referred to. Thus, using the examples of Section 7-2, if there 
is no other structure with a component named C, CONTENT(PP).C could 
be u&d instead of CCNTENT(PP 31)-C. 

As a further simplification - one which should be used often - 
if the POINTER expression is just a variable, and if the <point0 
type> can be omitted, tnen the contents brackets can also be 
omitted, We could thus nrite PP,C rot CONTENT(PP Dl).C and PP.C.C2 
for CONTENT(FP Dl),C.CZ- 

zntactic entity 

<identifier> 
<table designator> 
<diet designator> 
<stack designator> 
<substring designator> 
<subbyte designator> 
<component variable> 

<indirect reference> 

example ---- -- 

A 
'T(I+J) 
D (IV) 
s (0) 
SUBSTR(ST,S) 
SUdEYTE(SY,5,1) 
D(N),C.C2 
A-S 
CONIE-NT(P SUBSCR) 
CONTENT(P) 
CONTENT(P SUBSCR).AREA 
CoNTENT(P),AREA 
6C ( 6C (P SUBSCR).S BYTE) 
P-AHEA 
P.S,S (P points to a SUBSCR) 
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a, EXPRESSIONS 

Expressions are ruies which s,)eciry how new values are computed from 
existicg ones, These new values are obtained by performing the 
operations indicated by the otierators on the values of the operands. 
Expressions fall into two classes: basic expressions - those whose ---- -~--- 
values are of some basic tyi:e - and structured expressions - those ------_---_- ------ 
whose values have some structured type, The former we abbreviate 
simply by the syntactic class <expression> or <expr>, the latter by 
<struct exp>. 

Syntax 
<exp> ::= <expression> ] <struct exp> 
<exFr> --= <exijression> *. 
<FOINIER ex?r> ::= <ex;lr> "with type POINTER'* 
<STBING expr> ::= <erpr> "with type STRING" 
<BYTE expr> ::= <exgr> "with type BYTE" 
<DESCR exp> -*= <struct exp> .I *'with type DESCRIPTOR" 

1 <POINTER expr> "to a DESCRIPTOR" 
<&DCRESS ex;t> ::= <ex>> "with type EDDRESS" 

8.1. Function desiqpptgzs 

Syntax: 
<function designator> ::= <identitier> 

L ( <<actual parameter> ,list> ) ] 

Semantics: A function desr.jnator defines a value which can be 
obtained as follows; the identirier must identify a function. The 
body of this fus.ction ir codled, modified by the actual parameters, 
and executed exactly as specified in Section 9-7. The value is the 
last value assigned to the runction identifier during this execution 
(undefined if none); its type is the type of the function. 

Examples: MAX{ X**2, Y) 

YCUNGESTUNCLE( JAMES) 

a, 2, !3p3jzexPressions 

Syntax 
<i;rimary> 

<factor> 

<expression> 

e.= 
*. 

I 

I 

I 

*.= 
I . 

1 

I 

..= 
s. 

1 

<constant> 1 <variable> ( B <variable> 
<indirect reference> 
<function designator> 
<specfunc> 
( <expression> ) 
<primary‘> 
<primary> ** <factor> 
tunary op> <factor> 
<factor> 
<expr> <mult op> <expr> 
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1 <ex;lr> <ddd OF> <expr> 
1 <ex,sr> <oit op> <expr> 
J <ex,,r> <relational op> <expr> 
1 <ex,r> AND <expr> 
J <expr> i)a <expr> 

<unary op> ::= + j - 1 N 0 T 
<mult op> ::= * 1 ,' 1 // 1 REM 
<add op> ::= + , - 
<bit op> --= dIIOLi ] BlIAND I BITEXOR ** 
(relational op> ::= = 1 -= 1 Il<f* 1 *'-B<~@ 1 '*>*' I *1,>*1 

Note that the above syntax is dmuijuous. ExPressions are evaluated 
in a left to right manner, using the precedence of operators given 
in Section 8.2.2, 

a-2, i primaries, Tne ,+rimaries <constant>, <variable>, 
<indirect reterence> and <runction designator> have already been 
discussed, The primary b) <varianle> yields a POINTER value which is 
the address of (a pointer to) the variable. <specfunc> stands for 
"special function designator". see Section 2.2. 

a-2-2 precedence of optirators. Expressions are evaluated in a 
left to right manner, according to the following hierarchy of 
operatcr precedences (parentheses may be used to overide them): 

unarj + unary - NOT 
** 
* / // HEM 
binary + uinary - 
BITOR BITAND BITEXOH 
= -3= < --< > 7> 
AND 
OR 

a-2.3 conversion of operands- The followiny table indicates how 
values are converted from one basic type to another when necessary. 
Each row I represents tne nasic type of a value to be converted, 
while each column J represents tne type to be converted to. The 
table element (1,J) is tnen a letter of a footnote below which 
indicates how the conversion is made. A blank element signifies that 
no automatic conversion is pertormed, 

RESULT: B H F D F D P S 
Y Y # E W W 0 T 
T I I C F F I R 
.E N I 
S T N 

CPERAND E G 
R 
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BYTES A B C c c: C I 
HWI D - E id E E 
FwI D G E E E 
CEC E E z r: E 
FWF F F F F - E 
DhF F F F F F - 
FCINTEK 
STBING J H 

A. Ii the operand type has teuer bytes than the resulting type, 
leading zero bytes are added; it the operand has more, leading 
(leftmost) bytes are discarded until the they have the same 
length. 

9 I- If the operand is BYTE, it is considered to be an unsigned 
integer- Otherwise the liqntmos& two bytes of the operand are 
considered to be a halfword integer without any other conversion 
(the lertmost bit is the sign). 

C, If the operand has 1,2 or 3 bytes, it is considered to be an 
unsigned integer and is cnanjed to PWI format, Conversion then 
proceeds with this new otierand. Ir the operand has 4 or more 
bytes, the rigntinost 4 oites are considered to be a fulluord 
integer without any real conversiou being performed. Conversion 
then proceeds nith this new o,>erand, 

D. The HriI (FWI) operand is considered to be a sequence of 16 (32) 
bits - that is, a BYTE2 (BYTE4) value. The sign bit is just 
another bit in the seiuence. Conversion proceeds with this new 
operand, 

E, Normal conversion. Some significance can be lost in the case FWI 
to FWF and when the operand is DEC. 

-. f, Normal conversion with truncation, If the result is to be BYTES, 
the OFeIZdnd is first converted tp PWI and then to BYTES, 

G. The rijhtmost 2 bytes are considered to be a halfword. If the 
operand is between -2**15 and 2**15-1, the result has the same 
arithmetic value as the operdnd; otherwise not. 

H.. If tne result has fewer cnaracters, use only the leftmost 
chardcters of the operand- If the result has more, add blanks to 
the right of the operand characters. 

I, The operand is assumed to be d String value - each byte is a 
character, Conversion H aDOVe is then performed, 

J, The operand characters are considered to be BYTES and the vhole 
operand to be a BYTES value; conversicn proceeds from there. 

8-2-4 arithmetic operators. The tollowing table defines the 
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arithmetic operators: 

OFERATOR -------- MEANSNG ------- 

A (identity) 
sign inversion 
exponentiation of A to the power of B 
multiplication 
division 
integer division, Defined by 

SGN(A*i3) * D(ABS(A),ABS(B)) 
where SGN is defined by 
HWI PROCEDURE SGN( E'LTI X); 
IF X < 0 THEN SGN=-1 ELSE SGN=l 

and D is defined by 
FYI PPOCEDURE D( FWI X,Y); 
IF X < Y THEN D=O ELSE D=D(X-Y,Y)+l 

+ A 
-A 
A *+ B 
A*B 
A/B 
A // B 

A REM B 
A+B 
A-B 

A - (A//B) * B 
addition 
subtraction 

With the arithmetic operations, operands of type BYTE, BYTE?, 
BYTE2 are considered as positive integers, while a BYTE4 operand is 
a signed integer (the leftmost nit is the sign), Not all basic type 
values are valid operands or arithmetic operators, Appendix A 
contains tables which indicate tne valid operands, the automatic 
conversions performed, and the type of the result of each 
combination of operator and operands. 

8.2-5 bits operators, Tne nits operators are BITOR, BITAND and 
BITEXOR, They perform bitwise operations on the tuo operands as 
fcllcws: 

A B A BITOR R A ti)ITAND B A BITEXOR B 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 0 

See Appendix A for a list of valid operands, automatic conversions 
performed, and for the type of tne resulting operand. 

8.2-6 relational operators. The relational operators yield the 
result TRUE (X'FF) or FALSE (X'OO') , depending on whether the 
relaticn is true Cc not. 

If the two operands are aritiimetrc but have different types, 
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the value with the lowest type precedence (cf Section 5.Y.2) will 
first be converted to the other type, 

iengtir 
the two operands are of type HYTES but have different 

s, leading zero bytes will be added to the shorter one. The 
values are considered to be positive integers for the comparison, 

If one operand is BYTES and the other arithmetic. The BYTES 
value will first be converted to type FWI and an arithmetic 
comparison will be performed. 

Ix the two operands have type POINTER the relation must be = or 
-I=_ !rhe pointers are equal only if they are both zero or if they 
point at the same record. 

If the two operands are string-valued, the comparison is 
according to the EBCDIC collating sequence- If the lengths of the 
operands are different, blank cnaracters are appended on the right 
of the shorter until the lengths are the same, 

Only those combination of orerands suggested above are allowed, 

a-2.7 logical operators. Tne operators NOT, OR and AND have the 
following meaning: 

NOT A IF A = 0 THEN TRUE E:LSE FALSE 
A OR B IF A -= 0 TBEN TRUE ELSE B -.= 0 
A AND 8 IF A = il THEN FALSE ELSE B -= 0 

Note that net only the BYTE values X'FF* and X*00*, but all basic 
values except strings may be operands of the logical operators. Zero 
means FALSE, anything else means TRUE. Note also that the second 
operand, 8, is not always evaluated. Thus, constructions like 

IF FOINTERVARIABLE AND POINTERVARIABLE,COl4PONENT = 3 THEN.., 

Are Fossible, since if POINTEPVAdIABLE is ZeKO, the reference to 
COMFONENT will not be made. 

8.2-E catenation. The CAT operator produces a string whose 
value is the characters or the first string operand followed by 
those of the second string operand. 

8-3, _---------- -------r Structure expressions 

Syntax: 
<struct exp> --= <old value> ] <altered value> ** 

1 <new value> 1 <DESCR exp> 
told value> ::= <destination> 
<altered value> ::= <destination> ( <component specifier> ) 
<new value> --= <structured type> ( <component . . 
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specifier> ) 

<component specifier> ::= <<ke,word component> ,list> 
1 <<i~ositional component> ,list> 

<keyword component> ::= <component selector> = 
1 <component selector> = <exp> 

<positional component> ::= <empty> 
1 <alternate selector> 
1 <alternate selector> ?exp> 
1 <alternate selector> 
( <<positional component> ,J.ist> ) 

<alternate selector>::= <euiptl> 1 7 <integer> 

Semantics: A structure expression yields a value having some 
structured type. There are tnree ways of writing a structure 
expression: 

1, The value of an <old value> structure expression is just the 
current value of the destination. The type must of course be 
structured, No space is allocated for the value. 

2, The value of an <altered value> is found as follows. Space 
is allocated for the new value. The current value of the 
destination is moved into this space, The components are then 
altered as indicated by tne component specifier (see below) to 
yield the resulting value, The destination must of course be 
structured- 

3, The value of a <new value> is round as follows. Space is 
allocated for a value of tne structured type, All components 
are undefined. The com,)onents are then altered as indicated by 
the component specifier to ,ield the resulting value. 

There are two uays of specifyin which components are to be altered 
- through keyword components and positional components. 

1.. A keyword component consists of a component selector (cf 
Section 7.2) which seiects tne component to be altered, 
followed by an equal si,n, rollowed by an entity to which the 
ccmtonent is to be chan3ed. Tnis entity is either 

A. The character '*-II_ Tnis indicates that the component is 
rcempty**. The meanin, of this will become clear when 
Section 9.2 on assignment statements is read. 

B, An <exp>- The <exp> must be assignment compatible with 
the component selected. It is evaluated and assigned to 
the component, exact3.i as in an assignment statement, 

The components are altered in the order in which the keyword 
components appear (left to right). 
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2, When positional components are used, the order and number of 
positional components must correspond to the order and number 
of constituents of the structured type; the Ith positional 
component indicates what to do with the Ith constituent, The 
alternate selector indicates which alternate component of the 
consituent to use; an empty alternate selector indicates the 
first alternate. 

The entities 11-*1 and <exp> apt)earing in a positional component 
have the same meaning as in keymord components (see above), In 
addition to these there are two more uays of specifying what is 
to be done with the component: 

A, If the positional component is empty (not there), the 
component is not changed- 

B, If the positional component has the form 

<alternate selector> ( <<yositional component> ,list> ) 

then the corresponding component of the structured type 
must have subconstituents, This neu list of positional 
components is handled exactly in the same vay, 

The reader may have noticed that with <altered value> and <new 
value> structure expressions storage must be allocated. Section 9.2 
on assignment statements s;teciries in which cases it is the 
Programmer's responsibility to release this space. 

Examples: We use the structured types 

STRUCTURE SUBSCR (BYTE AREA, BYTE3 OFFSET, POINTER 5); 
S'IBUCTURE Dl (BYTE KIND ALT HiJI 13, 

C(BYTE Cl, POINTER C2), 
SUBSCK 9) ; 

SUBSCR Vl,V2; 
Dl V3,V4; 

The following is an <old value>: Vl 

The folloviny are equivalent examples of <altered value>s: 
V3( B = -, C-Cl = 5, C-C2 = 0) 
v3b2 -, (5d-v ,I 

Ihe rollowing are equivalent examples of <new values> 
Cl[C= SUflSCR(O,O,O)) 
Dl(,,SUBSCR(O,O,O)) 
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9. S'IA'IEMENTS 

A statement denotes a unit of action, To execute a statement means 
to perform this action, Statements are usually executed in sequence, 
except when a control or 2ass communication statement causes a 
chanye- 

Syntax: 
<statement> ::= <open statement> 1 <closed statement> 

tapen statement> ::= <label definition> topen statement> 
1 <open iter state> 
] <open cond state> 

<closed statement>::= <empty> 
] <lane1 definition> <closed statement> 
1 <compound statement> 
1 (assignment statement> 
1 <closed cond state> 
1 <closed iter state> 
1 <case statement> 
J <control statement> 
1 <iJrocedure call> 
) <code statement> 
1 <speciunc> ] <sFecproc> 

<label definition> ::= <laoel> : 

9-L compound-statements 

Syntax: 
<compound statement> ::= BEGIN <<statement> ;list> END 

Semantics: As in ALGOL, the compound statement is used to 
bracket a sequence of statements, 

9-2, statements Assiqn_,Bnt 

Syntax: 
<assignment statement> ::= <destination> = <exp> 

Semantics: This statement is executed as follows: 

1. The address of the <destination> is calculated, if 
necessary- 

2, The <exp> is evaluated. 

3, The result of (2) is converted and stored - according to the 
rules given in the table below - at the address calculated in 
(1) - Only those combinations or types of the <destination> and 
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. 

<exp> are valid which are indicated in the table below, Those 
Lairs or destinations and exps which are valid are called 
assignment compatible, _--- ---- --- --- ---- 

The following table indicates hov values are converted and 
assigned to a destination. Bach row represents a possible type of 
the destination; each column a possible type of the <exp>. An 
element is either blank - which means the combination is not legal - 
or is a letter identifying d footnote vhich explains hov the 
ccnversion and assignment takes place, 

Type of 
dfs&iggtigl tYis-z&exi! 

iits arith pointer string structured 

bits A A A C 

arith A A 

pointer B E 

string A B 

structured C D 

A, The conversion is as explained in Section 8.2-3, 

B, No conversion necessary, 

C, The value of the <exp> as it is in memory is stored in the 
<destination> vithout any conversion (zero bytes are added to the 
right of the <exp> if it is too short, or the rightmost bytes are 
discarded if it is too long). 

D, The <exp> and <destination> must have the sane structured type- 
The <exp> is evaluated and assigned to the destination. That is, 
components of the destination corresponding to lVemptyV* components 
in the structure expression (cf Section 7-2) remain unchanged, 
all others are assigned the value of the corresponding structure 
expression component. Any space allocated in evaluating the 
structure expression is automatically released. 

E, **empty (1 coaponents become undefined, and the address of the 
resulting value is stored into the destination, If space vas 
allocated for the evaluated structure expression, it is AOV the 
programmers responsibility to release this space when no longer 
needed (cf Sections 7-3 and 9,10), 

Examples: 

A=B 
P = SUBSCR(A.KIND=5) 
CONTENT(P) = SUBSCR(A,KIND=5) 
P = CONTENT(P) (A,KIND=3,A.ABEA=2,A,OFPSET=-) 
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9-3, Cqqditional statgggprs 

Syntax: 
<open cond state> ::= IF <expression> THEN 

<Closed statement> ELSE <open statement> 
1 IF <expression> THEN <statement> 

<closed cond state> 
**= 1F <expression> THEN <closed statement> *a 

ELSE <closed statement> 

Semantics: These have the same semantics as in ALGOL. 

Examples: 

IF X = Y THEN GO TO L 
IF X THEN U=O ELSE IF Y=O THEN U=Y I 

9.U, Iterative statements 

Syntax: In the followinj Productions, the letter rlJql is to be 
systematically replaced by the word I1open+l or the vord *@closed". 

<J iter state> I:= FOR <destination> = <exprl> 
i STEP <expre> ] 
UNTIL <exprJ> DO <J statement> 

1 WHiLE <expression> DO <J statement> 

) FOR <POINTEB destination> 
IN <tord identifier> 
,FRi)M <POINTER exprl> TO <POINTER exprz>] 
DO <J statement> 

<tord identifier> ::= <table identifier> 
) <diet identifier> 

Semantics: The default option for <expr*> is 1, The default 
option for <POINTER exprl> and <POINTER expr*> is a<tord identifier> 
(1) and a<tord identifier> (N) respectively, if the table or diet 
has presently N records- 

The statement 

FOR I = J STEP K UNTIL L DO <statement> 

where I is a destination and J, n and L are expressions is 
ecjuivalent to the following seyuence oi statements; 

DEST = 5'1; &C(DEST) = J; 
STEPV = n; 
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ENDV = L * SGN(STEPV); 
AGAIN: IF GC(DEST) + SGN(STEPV) <= ENDV 
THEN BEGIN <statement>; CC(DEST)=CC(DEST)+STEPV; GO TO AGAIN 
END 

where DEST is an internal POINTEP variable and STEPV and ENDV are 
internal variables having the same types as K and I. respectively. 

The statement 

WHILE <expression> DO <statement> 

is equivalent to 

AGAIN: IF <expression> THEN BEGIN <statement>; GO TO AGAIN END 

The statement 

FOB P IN TAB FHOM P1 TO PN DO <statement> 

where P,Pl, and PN are pointers and TAB is a table, is executed as 
follows: 

DEST = a P; ENDV = PN; CONTENT(DEST) = Pl; 
AGAIN: IF CONTENT(DEST) -.= 0 

THEN BEGIN <STATEmENT>; 
IF CONTENT(DEST) -.= ENDV 
THEN BEGIti TALLY(TAB, CONTENT(DEST)); 

GO TO AGAIN 
END 

END; 

where DEST and ENDV are pointer variables. 

Examples: 

FOR I = 1 UNTIL B*3 DO A(I) = I 
FOR P.X = 10 STEP - 1 UNTIL 1 DO Y(P.2) = 5 
WHILE PA DO BEGIN PA-D=O; PA = PA-P END 
FOR P IN SSYHB DO P-KIND = 0; 

9-5. Case s&&geggs_ 

Syntax: 
<case statement> ::= CASE <expression> OF <<statement> ;list> 

ENDCASE 

Semantics: The expression is evaluated and assigned to an 
internal variable I of type FYI. If I <= 0 or I > (the number of 
statements in the list), no action is taken, Otherwise, the Ith 
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statement in the list is executed. If this statement does not cause 
control to leave it, control then passes to the point beyond the 
ENLCASE symboiw 

Example: 

CASE N OF 

FOR I = 1 UNTIL N DO A(I)=O; 
GO TO LAB; 
BEGIN Q = 5; FOR I = 1 UNTIL I DO A(I)=0 END 

ENDCASE 

9.6, gcn$rol statements 

Syntax: 
<control statement> ::= <$oto op> <label> 

1 RETURN 1 SYNTAX 1 COMPLETE 
1 HALT i ( <integer> ) ] 
1 CALiPASS ( <pass number> ) 
1 ~~E~~INPASS ( <pass number> ) 

<got0 oi;> ::= GO j GO TO 1 GOT0 

Semantics: Execution oi a .oto stateraent transfers control to 
the statement labeled <label>. One cannot jump into or out of a 
procedure or into the statement of an iterative statement, 

The RETURN statement is used only in proced,ures; it causes the 
procedure to return to the Point from which it was called. 

The SYNTAX statement is used only if the pass has a syntax 
subprojram. It may not be used in procedures, Execution of the 
statement causes control to return to the syntax subprogram 
following the last EXEC action executed, 

Execution of COMPLETE tells GIL that the program is done. If 
CGS was used, the object module for the generated program is 
completed and written out. Execution then stops. 

Execution of HALT ( <integer> ) causes the message *( HALT 
<integer> 1' to be printed and execution to halt. 

Execution of BEGINPASS causes control to transfer to the 
beginning of pass <pass number>, while execution of CALLPASS 
transfers control to pass <pass number> at the place where it last 
executed a BEGINPASS or CALLi?ASS (if it had never been executed, 
ccntrol goes to the beginning ok it). The CALLPASS is thus like a 
coroutine call- 
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It the Pass being called is in another coreload, that coreload 
iS brought into core, 
called again. 

Passes in the previous coreload may not be 

9-7 Ergcedure statements 

Syntax: 
<procedure call> ::= <identifier> 

1 ( <<actual parameter> ,list> ) J 
1 <specfunc> 1 <specproc> 

<actual Parameter>::= <expression> 1 <table identifier> 
1 <diet identifier> ] <stack identifier> 

Semantics: Execution of a procedure statement is equivalent to 
the tollowing process: 

A copy is made of the Procedure or function body identified by 
the identifier * the 
Parameters of the piicedure 

procedure statement. The actual 
statement, which must agree in 

number and order with the tormal parameters of the procedure or 
function, systematically replace those formal parameters as 
follous: 

1, If the actual parameter is a <destination> whose type 
is the same as the type of the formal parameter, the 
address of the <destination> is calculated and assigned to 
an internal variable, say I, which is different from any 
other variable, The indirect reference "&C(I)" then 
replaces every occurrence of the formal parameter 
identifier in the copy of the procedure body. 

2. If the actual parameter is a constant, the constant is 
converted to the type of the corresponding formal 
parameter (this must be possible) if necessary and the 
result replaces every occurrence of the formal parameter. 

3, If the actual parameter is any basic expression not 
covered in 1 or 2, it is evaluatea, assigned to an 
internal variable, say J, whose type is the same as the 
type of the corresponding toraal Parameter. The variable J 
then replaces every occurence of the formal Parameter. 

4, If the actual Parameter is a table, diet or stack 
identifier, the corresponding formal parameter must be a 
table, diet or stack, respectively, with the same type- 
The actual parameter replaces every occurrence of the 
fcrmal Parameter identifier in the copy of the procedure 
body. 

The replacement of parameters must yield valid expressions and 
statements. The modir‘ied copy of the procedure body is then 
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executed, 

11 a tunct 
is lost, 

ion is executed in tnis manner, the value it produces 

<specfunc>s and <spec;roc>s are calls on special functions and 
special procedures. See Section L-2, 

Examples: 
GJOINREGS(P) 

TIME 
LCOKLAR( A, PP) 
YCUNGESTUNCLE( JOHN) 

g-8 scanner statements __---------------- 

The following <specproc>s are used to communicate with the 
scanner: 

c------- -------------------, 

I SCAN 
I-------------------------- f 
I CHABMODr: 
,-__---_--_--___-_--_______ ! 
I NOMlODE I ___-----_-_----___-------- I 
1 SCANNER ( <scanner id> ) I 
~---------------------~~~~------ J 

Execution of SCAN causes the next symbol to be read from the 
source lanyuaye proyram being compiled, It is put in location 
SCANSYE and on the main stack or the pass in uhich the SCAN appears 
(if applicable). See Section 12-l tar an exact description. 

Execution of the statement CHAHMODE causes the scanner to 
chanye its method of scanning the source program to a character by 
character scan, See Section 12-1, 

Execution of the statement NOBHODE causes the scanner to scan 
the source proyram in normal fasnion. See Section 12-I. 

Execution of SCANNER (<scanner id>) causes the scanner to begin 
using the scanner definition named <scanner id> for forming source 
language symbols- 
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The I/O provided is quite primitive. More pouerful I/O may be 
added at a later date if necessary, 

g-9.1, Input, Section 12-6 explains input procedures when the 
normal scanniny is performed (cf Section 9.8). In addition, the 
<SFeCFKOC> 

r----- 
1 EIN ; 
L------J 

reads the next card into the system string variable &INLINE. 

9,9-z- output. Execution of the <.specpr‘oc> 

c----------------------.--- 
] GOUT ( <<exp'r> ,list> ) 1' 
L----------------------------.---J 

causes the expressions to be added to the current output line. 
Strings are added vithout conversion, Pointer and bits type 
expressions are first converted using the function GBEXT (see 
belou), HEX, FWI and DEC expressions are first converted using the 
function EDECT, while FFJF and DiiF expressions are first converted 
usiny the function GFLPT. When the current output line is 
a new one is started, execution or the <spec:proc> 

------ 
; &OUT ; 
L-------J 

causes the current line to be written out (if not empty). 

Execution of the <specproc> 

c-------------------------- 
I COUTDESCR ( <DESCR exp> ) j 
L------------e- a---- v----w -m-J 

causes the current output line to be written out and the 
to te written out in a readable form. 

filled up 

DESCRIPTOR 

g-9.3. Conversion functions. The tollouing <specfunc>s return a 
binary representation of the STKING parameter S: 

S can contain only 
<specfunc> S is the characters result is 

r-----------------------------------'----------------, 
J GTBIN(S) J binary ON1 BYTES I 
I ---- -----------_-------------------.---------------- I 
1 GToCT(S) I octal 0 ,a--, 7 BYTES 1 
I---- _-___----_-____--_-_-----------~---------------- I 
1 &TDEC(S) 1 decimal 0,...,9 PM1 I 
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__-------------------__----------------~---- 
f &THEX(S) 1 hexadec. 0,,..,9,A,,.-,P 

--e--m I 
BYTES 1 

L-------------------------------------------~----------J 

The result is right-adjusted uitn ieading zeroes if necessary. The 
number of bytes is the number necessary to represent the string in 
binary- An error message is printed if S contains illegal 
characters, L 

The follouing <specfunc>s derform the same fiunction except that 
the parameter A is an atom ( BYTE2 representation) of the string S: 

r----------i 
1 t;TdIN(A) J 
I---------- I 
1 &TNT (A) 1 

____------ 
f CTDEC(A) 1 
----w--e-- l 

f ETHEX(A) I 
L-e- ----s--J 

Ihe following <specfunc>s are used to convert an .internal number to 
character form. The result is thus a STRING expression. Belov, A 
represents an atom ( BYTE2 expression). 

<specfunc> the STRING result is 
r----------------------------_----------- ------------e--w, 
1 &EINT( <expr> ) 1 <enpr> expressed in binary characters 1 
1 ______-____---______-_____---____-1-------------------- I 
1 &CECT( <expr> ) 1 <ex?r> expressed in decimal char, 1 
I--- __-------_----__-- ----- -- --___ --------- I--- ----------- I 
J &FLPT( <expr> ) 1 <expr> expressed in floating pt. Char. 1 
I--- ____---___I_________---------------------------------- I 
1 &HEXT( <expr> ) 1 <expr> expressed in hex characters. 
I-- ____________________----------------------------------- 1 
1 &ccTT( <expr> ) 1 <expr> expressed in octal characters, 1 
I _____________-______-------------------------------------- 
1 &TEXF( A ) 1 string corresponding to atom A ! L -____ - ________________ -_--___-_------ w----e ----- v--e-- -- J 

NO conversion is performed on <expr>; it is changed as it stands in 
memory- 

Examples: 

&BINT( B'lli)lO') is equal to 1110101 
&DECT( B1110108) is eyual to 'Lb@ 
&FLPT( B*llOlO~) is ecjual to '2-b E+Ol' 
&HEXT( B~llOIO1) is equal to '1A' 
&CCTT( B1llOIO1) is equal to '32' 
GJJECT ( -3645007) is equal to '-3645001~ 
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9-10, Jeleasinq storage 

If an assignment statenent 

<POINTER destination> = <struct exp> 

(where the <struct exp> is not an <old value>) is executed, GIL 
allocates storage for the <struct exp> and puts its address in the 
<FOINTER destination>. It is then the programmers responsibility to 
release this storage when no longer needed (see Section 14-9 for the 
special case Of DESCRIPTORS). The <s?ecproc> 

f -__- -- ---- - -------- - -----------------.----- - -------- ---, 

1 &RELEASE ( <POINTER destination> [,<po.into type> ] ) 1 
~~-----~~~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~,-~~~~,-~~--~--~ 

releases the storage pointed at by the POINTER and sets it to zero, 
The <point0 type> is needed it the declaration of the POINTER did 
not unambigously indicate the data being pointed at. 
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IO. OEERATIONS ON TABLES, DiCTS AND S'TACKS 

This section describes how one adds, deletes and searches for 
records in tables, diets and stacns. Each <specfunc> described here 
yields a POINTEH value - either 0 or the address of a table, diet or 
stack record. Thus they may ue used anywhere a function designator 
is used. They may also appear seijaratrly like procedure stateBents, 
in which case their value is lost. 

10-l - _ ____- ----------- Operations on tables 

Syntax: The syntax or tne ENTER, LOOK, TALLY and DELETE 
<specfunc>s is 

r------------------- - ------------------------ -e-v- ----, 

1 ENTER ( <table identifier> L , <exp> ] ) 
1 _----- ------------------------------------.-------_-_ 
1 LCOK ( <table identirier> i . <component selector> 11 

f 
<expression> 

[ FROM <POINTEB expressionI> ] I 

1 
[ TO <POINTER expressiona> ] 
I I BACK ] ) I 

I---- ___--------~---~~~~~~~~~~~----~-----~-~~------~-~ I 
( TALLY ( <table identifier> , <POINTER expression> ) ( 
I I I BACK ] ) 
l- ___------------------------------------------------- 1 
1 CELETE ( <table identifier> , <POINTER expression>) 1 
& ________ --_------------- ---___-- --------- ---me -----w--w, 

Semantics: 

ENTER A -----I new record is added to the table identified. If the 
<exp> is present <exp> (which must be assignment compatible with the 
type of the table records) is assi.jned to this new record; otherwise 
its value is undefined. The value or ENTER is the address of the new 
record, 

&go&, If the type of the records of the table is a basic type, 
the component selector may not appear. A subset of the records is 
searched for one which is equal to <expression>- If the type of the 
records is a structured type, a subset of the records is searched 
for one whose component selected DY the component selector (default 
option is " 1 7 1 '* ) is equal to <expression>. The comparison is done 
according to the rules of Section 8.2,6- 

<POINTER expressionl> must point at a record of the table, say 
the Ith (default option is tne address of the first record), 
<FOINTER exjressiona> must point at a record of the table, say the 
Jth (default option is the address of the last record). 

If BACK is missing, the records tested are records I, 
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x+1 ,,,,,J, in that order (none if J < I), If BACK appears, records 
J,J-l,,.., I are tested, in that order (none if J < I), 

If a record is found, the value 01 LOOK is the address of the 
record, Otherwise the value is 0. 

TALLY The POINTER expression must be 0 or ---e-i the address of a 
record of the table identiried. The value of TALLY has type POINTER 
and is given by the followinj table, assuming the table has N 
records, 

Value ir BACK Value if BACK 
EguTER expression -v-m- ------ ---__- is not present is-present ------ 

0 addr. Of record 1 addr, of record N 
addr. Of record 1 addr, Of record 2 0 
addr. Of record N 0 addr. Of record N-l 
addr*, Of record J addr, Of record J+I addr. Of record J-l 
(l<J<N) 

DEZETE: The POINTER expression must be the address of a record 
in the table, say record I, If there are currently N records in the 
table, records I, I+l, . . . N are deleted from the table; The value 
of DELETE is the value of tie new last record - record I-l (0 if 
table is now empty), 

10-2, Cperations on diets 

Syntax: The syntax of these <specfunc>s ENTER, LOOK, TALLY and 
DELETE is 

r-------------------------------------~-------------- 
1 

] ENTER ( <diet identifier> , <BYTE2 expression> 
1 I <exp> 1 1 ! 

I ___---------_--------------------------------------- 1 
1 ENTER ( <diet identifier> , <POINTER expression> 

c <exp> 1 ) 1 f----------l-----------------------------------------, 
1 LOOK ( Giict identifier> , <BYTE2 expression> ) I 
1 __------------------------------------------------- 
1 LOOK ( <diet identifier> , <POINTER expression> ) 1 
I _-_--------- ---- --------------------___^_____________ 
1 TALLY ( <diet identitier) , <POINTER expression> f 
1 c I BACK ] ) 
I _________-_---_--_-I----------------.--------------- I 
1 DELETE ( <diet identifier> , <POINTER expression> ) I 
L-----------------------------------------------------------J 

Semantics: As discussed in Section 12 on the scanner 
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deiinition, each compiler automatically uses a hash-coded internal 
dictionary GINTDIC to aid in cnanging frow source language symbols 
to their internal representations called ATOMS, There is one record 
in the internal dictionary ior each source language symbol 
recoqnized- By using diets the compiler writer can use the internal 
dictionary to search his own symbol tables efficiently, 

In the discussion of diet declarations it was stated that the 
structured type of the records must begin with a BYTE component 
followed by a POINTER component. The first component automatically 
contains an internal numner identifying the diet. The second 
component is used to chain diet records which refer to the same ATOM 
to the internal dictionary record ior that ATOM, Thus, in order to 
find the record in a diet for an identifier, one only has to search 
the chain based on the internal dictionary record for that 
identifier- 

Fig. 1, part A shows the record for an ATOK, I, before any diet 
records have been chained to it; the second component of the record 
points to the record, In the same part A it is assumed that the 
diets DICTA and DICT2 are empty; the other parts of figure 1 will be 
used to illustrate the operations on diets. 
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FIGURE 1 --__---_ 

INTERSAL DICTIONAZY DICT 1 DICTZ 

A: r-----------1 
1 ---- 1 
L>I -- m-J 1 

i _-----_ I 
ATCM I 

Br 
r ---- --_---------- ---- - ---_-- --- --.m --- ----we -e---m, 

i ------- ----_ I 
L>l --] ___--_-----------------.----- >] --j-J 

I ------I 1 ----- 1 
ATOM I RECORD 1 

c: ---- ----_---_---- ----- ----------.----------- r -----, 
I ------ --_---- ------ L>l -- ----->, --,----.----->] --] -1 ]-- 

I ----- 1 
RECORD 1 

D: r-----------------_------- __m_ - _-es,- -------m-e- -w-e ~ 
1 ----- ------- I 
r> I -- -------->, --]-, I r --> ]---=I e-J 

i ------- I 1 I ---- I 
HECORD 1 ] RECORD 1 

1 _----- I 
L>l -- ---a--J 

I -e-i--- 1 
RECORD 2 

22 - -m---w r---I_------_I---------------------------- 1 
1 ---se I ----- ------- 
c> I -- --------->, I -- I-, r--.> ] -- ] -J 

I ------ I I ------I 1 I I --,-I 

ATCM I RECORD 1 ] I RECORD 1 
r-----------J L-- -_-- -------, 
I _------ -- -- I 
L>I we-------> ] e-1 -J 

I ------- I --- I 
RECORD 2 RECORD 2 
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ENTER -e--s‘ A new record is added to the diet identified. If <exp> 
is present, it is assigned to the record (i.t must of course be 
assignment compatible with the recoru); otherwise the record value 
is undefined, The record is then chained to the i.nternal dictionary, 
as follow: 

l- If the second parameter is a BYTE2 expression, its 
value must be an ATOM - tnat is, the internal representation of 
some source language s;mbol. Tne new record is inserted in the 
chain directly after the internal dictionary record for the 
atom- As an example, consider rig- 1, part A. Executing 

ENTEn(DICT2,I) 

would yield fig. 1, part 8. Further execution of 

ENTER(DICTl,I) 

wculd yield fig, 1, part C. 

2, If the second tiarameter is a POINTER expression, its 
value must oe the address or: some chained diet record (not 
necessarily the diet identitied in the ENTER operation.) the 
new record is inserted in the chain after the chained diet 
record, For example, consider ti,j- 1, part C:. If P is a POINTER 
variable, executing 

P = ENTER( DXCTI, DICTl(1)) 

would yield part D. Further execution of 

ENTEk(DICT2, P) 

would yield part E- 

LOOK ----I There are two variations: 

1. If the second parameter is- a BYTE2 expression, its 
value must be an ATOM. The chain based on that ATOM is searched 
for a record in the diet, The value of LOOK is the address of 
the first one found (0 it none found). For example, consider 
fig. 1 part D- Execution or 

LOOK(DICT2,I) 

yields the the address of the record DICT2(1), while execution 
of the same statment but with the configuration of fig. 1 part 
E would yield the address of DICT2(2), 

2. If the second parameter is a POINTER expression, its 
value must be the address oi some chained diet record. The 
records after the one addressed and the internal -_--- up to 
dictionary record are searched for one in the diet specified. 
The value of LOOK is t&e address of the first one found (0 if 
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none found). For example, consider fig. 1 part E. Executing 

LOOK(DICT1, DICTl(1)) 

yields the address of i)ICT1(2), while executing 

LOOK(DICT1, DICTO (2)) or LOOK(DICT1, DICT2(2)) 

yields the value 0. 

TA&Fl, This works exactly as the TALLY operation with tables. 

DELETE, This works exactly as tha QELETE operation with tables, 
with the addition that the records are taken off the chain before 
being deleted, For example, consider fig. ? part E, Execution of 

P = DELETE( L)ICT2, DIC?2(2)) 

yields the address of record DICTL(l) in P and 
fig- 1 part D, 

10.3, CJpera&ions on stacks 

the configuration in 

Syntax: The form of the PUSH and POP <specfunc>s is 

r----------------------------------------------, 
1 PUSH ( <stack identifier> [ , <exp> ] ) I 
l- ------------ -------- ----__-___e___-_-_- ------ -- I 
J POP ( <stack identifier> i , <destination> ] ) 1 
&---------- ----__-- --m-e- -_------em - ---____-____ -3 

Semantics: 

p!Sg, Executing PUSH adds a new record to the stack identified. 
The value of the record is tne value of <exp> (which must be 
assignment compatible with the record), if present;‘othervise 
undefined. The value of PUSH is the address of the new record. 

POP: Executing POP deletes the top record from the 
identified. If the destination is present, the top record ( 
must be assignment compatible with the destination) is 
assigned to tne destination- The value of POP is the address of 
new top stack record (0 if the stack is now empty). 

Care must be taken when PUSHin and POPing the main stack 

it is 

stack 
which 
first 

the 

of a 
pass; a semantic routine should not PUSH and POP if it later refers 
to the main stack via LO, Ll, LZ, L3, L4, I.5, R1, R2, or B3. 
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10-4, The table EINTDIC --------------I 

GINTDIC is the hash-coded LNTernal Dictionary used to transform 
source language symbols into atoms. Tne following <specfunc>s are 
Frovided to allow a compiler uriter some access to it. 

r ----------------------------------------~----- 
1 LOOK (EINTDIC, <STRING expr> ) ; I----------------------------------------------, 
1 ENTER(&INTDIC, <STRING expr> L,<BYTE expr>J ) 1 
I --a----------- ------ --__--------__---_-___ ______ 
1 AT08 ( <POINTER expr> ) 1 
I _------------em- ----- - -__- -_--- --I-_ - __________ I 
] ATOM ( <STRING expr> ) 
I _------------------------ _--_--_---____________ t 
1 &TYPE{ <FOXNTER expr> ) 
1 ---------------------------------------.------ 1 
1 ETYPE( <STRING expr> ) I ~~~~---l~~-~~~~--~~~-~~~~~-~~--~~~~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~ 

Lcgx returns the address of the GINTDIC record for the STRING 
expression (or 0 if no record for it), 

is ENTER executed as follows: If no record exists for the 
STRING, one is added to EINXDIC. Then the value of the BYTE 
expression becomes the type or the string for the current scanner 
definition (cf Section 72-l). The default option for the BYTE 
expression is 0, The value of this <specfunc> is the address of the 
GINTCXC record. 

ATOM returns a BYTE2 value, _--- In the first case, the POINTER 
expression must yield the address of an EINTDIC record or a diet 
record. The value returned is the atom for the symbol associated 
with the record- In the second case, the value returned is the value 
assigned to the BYTE2 variable B vhen the folloving statements are 
executed: 

P = LOOK(&INTDXC, <STRING expr>); 
IF P 
THEN B = ATOM(P) 
ELSE B = ATOB( ENTEH(CINTDIC, <STRING expr>) ); 

GTY7YE returns a BYTE value - the type of the symbol (cf Section 
12-l) associated with the CINTDIC or diet record pointed at by the 
FOINTER expression (case 1) or with the STRING expression (case 2) - 
which must already be in EINTDIC. 
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11s STORAGE ALLOCATION AND ALIGNMENT OF VALUES 

While not necessary, it is often helpful to know how storage is 
allocated, In the IBM 360, data must often begin on a halfword, 
fu.llword or doubleword boundary. We deiine the al&nment factor as -m----e- 
follous: 

&a-muntbegti-on alijnment facto,ris ----e----s -- 

doubleword 
fullword 
halfword 
byte 

In other words, 
.leftmost byte 
table gives the 
type values, 

---- 

BYTE 
BYTE2 
BYTE3 
BYTE4 
BYTES(I) 
HYI 
FYX 
DEC 
FWF 
DWF 
FOINTEH 
STRXNG (I) 

A, BYTE3 and POINTER values are contained in the last 3 bytes 

8 
4 

if the alignment factor is i then the address of the 
of the data must be a multiple of i . Thef;;ll;;$;z 
alignment factor and storage requirement 

alignment number of 
ractol bytes used - --e-e- 

1 1 
2 2 
4 [see A below) [see A below) 
4 4 
1 (see 13 below) I 
2 2 
4 4 
to ne determined later 
4 4 
8 a 
4 {see A below) (see A below) 
1 (see B below) I 

of an IBM 360 fullword. The first nyte may or may not be used for 
another value. 

B. In certain cases, a BYTES or STRING variable may be given 
four tytes - one for the 1en;jth minus 1 and the other three for the 
address where the actual value really is. 

The following rules are used to allocate storage for structured 
type values, 

1, The alignment factor for a structured type value is the maximum 
of the alignment factors of all its components and subcomponents. 

2, The alignment factor for ani component with subcomponents is the 
maximum of the alignment factors of those subcomponents- 
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3, All components of a constituent use the same space. The number of 
bytes allocated to a constituent is the maximum of the number of 
bytes needed for each component or the constituent, 

4. Bytes are allocated to-constituents in a left-to-right manner. 
The constituents are packed together as close as possible, taking 
into account their alignment factors. 

5, The number of bytes used is d multiple of the alignment factor. 

Examples 

STRUCTURE Sl(BYTE B, HWI C, BYTE Dl ALT HWI D2); 

STRUCTURE S2(BYTE E, PWI F, G(BYTE2 Gl ALT BYTE G2), S I H); 

Sl Al ; S2 A2; 

Al will begin on a halrword, A2 on a fullword. They look as 
follows (bytes are numbered starting at 0; the underlining after 
each identifier indicates wnich bytes that Component uses): 

BYTE 0 12 3 4 5 
Al ------w-------s 
B C -- ----D I- 

D?----- 

BYTE 0 I 23456789 IO 11 12 I3 I4 IS 16 17 
AZ----.-em-----m----e---__--------------- 
E F G H -- _-----_---- ----- ------ ------ 

Gl B C GZI--- -- --- D'- 
D 2-m- 
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12, SCANNER DEFINITIONS 

The scanner is that part of a coapilec which reads in the original 
source program characters and composes them into atoms - 
identifiers, integer, single and double 

--- 
character delimiters, and 

reserved words. The scanner definition indicates how these atoms are 
to be formed. 

As indicated in Section 4, several scanner definitions may be 
given, Initially, the first one is in effect until changed at 
compile time, 

The scanner definition was defined with two conflicting goals 
in mind: 

1, The scanner should be eLLicient, To accomplish this, the IBM 
360 "translate and test'* instructions are used, along with 
three or four 256-byte tables per scanner definition. With 
this, for example, sequences of 1 to 256 blanks in the input 
source program can be skipped with one instruction. 

2, The scanner definition should be flexible enough to 
accomodate all existinj land uages. This of course was not 
possible- In order to accomodate more languages, the compiler 
writer can test, insert and delete characters from each card 
before it is actualiy scanned, He can also switch back and 
forth from normal scanning to character - by - character 
scanning (in which case he buiids atoms himself). 

At this point, an exauqle vi11 help to make the next sections 
easier to understand, Suppose our source language consists of octal 
expressions using the operators +,-,a,/ and **. Parentheses i and ) 
are also used, Numbers are octal integers- Identifiers must begin 
with $ or one of the letters A through J; the succeeding characters 
must be one of the letters A through J. IDBEG is a reserved word 
used to identify the beginning and end of expressions, Comments 
begin uith /* and end uith */. Spaces are ignored. The scanner 
definition is 

SCANNER ONE (ONE identifies the scanner def) 
SYN IDBEGSYN IDBEG (IDBEGSYN is a synonym for XDBEG) 
DIGIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (defines digits) 
IDBEG $ A B C D 
EFGHIJ (defines beginning id chars.) 
ICCHAR A B c D E F G H I J (defines other id chars,) 
'IERMIN + - * / ( ) (defines single 

character delimiters) 
IGNORE X140' (spaces are completely ignored) 
INV'IERMIN NONE (this class of symbols is empty) 
RES IDBEGSYN ** (defines reserved words and 

2-character delimiters) 
COEMENTQ /* */ [comments begin with /* 

and end with */) 
ENDSCAN (end of scanner definition) 
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Syntax: 
<scanner def> ::= SCANNEH <scanner id> 

[ <<synonym def> list> ] 
<<set definition> list> 
[ <<reserved def> list> ] 
[ <<quote def> list> ] 
[ BEGIN <preprocessor> ] 
ENDSCAN 

12-l. Scanningand the intern&-&&jonary 

'r'hen scanning a source program, the scanner proceeds from left to 
sight through the program, The end of a line (card) has no 
significance. (the compiler writer may, however, have his own 
internal character inserted at the end of each line to give it some 
significance - cf Section 12.6) - In case there are several 
alternatives for the next source language symbol, the scanner always 
picks the longest one. Thus if *BEGIN* and 'BEGIN are both reserved 
vords and the characters *, i3, E, G, I, N and q are scanned, then 
'BEGIN' vi11 be formed. 

zScSn;inq in normal mode JNOBNODE) (cf Section 9.8). Uhen a 
source language symbol is formed, it is replaced by a 16-bit number. 
The compiler works exclusively with this number. The word atom is 
used both for a source language symbol and its-%-bit 
representation. 

In order to replace a symbol by its 16-bit representation, the 
system uses a hash-coded internal dictionary, named GINTDIC, EINTDIC 
contains a record for each source language symbol scanned, Besides 
the symbol itself and its internal representation, this record 
indicates (for each scanner definition) hou the symbol has been 
used. The possibilities are: 

tus _--- meaning 

0 The symbol is undefined (has not been scanned using 
this scanner definition). 

6 The symbol is an identifier (I). 
7 The symbol is a number (N), 
8 The symbol is a string (S). 
9 The symbol is a reserved word or terminator(like + - 

BEGIN END) (B). 
10 The symbol begins a comment (CQ). 
11 The symbol begins a string (SQ). 

When an atom is scanned, it is passed to the compiler in 
location SCANSYL SCANSYH contains two BYTE2 components. Just how 
the atom is put in SCANSYN depends on its use. If it is a reserved 
word or terminator (R), the atom for it is put in SCANSYH.1 (first 
component), while SCANSYM. 2 becomes undefined, If it is an 
identifier (number or string), the metasymbol I (N or S) is put in 
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SCANSYH-1 and the atom for the identifies (number os string) itself 
is put in SCANSYH.2. 

Scanninq2&-character mode iEBARflODE1 (cf Section 9.8). when in 
character mode, the source program characters are put in SCANSYM. 1 
as they are scanned. SCANSYM.2 becomes undefined. 

12-2. LIgfininq_gGlpgygg 

Syntax: 
<synonym def> ::= SYN <<sinonym pairs> list> 
<synonym pair> ::= <synonym> <<EBCDIC char> list> 

] <syaonyn> <char sequence> 

<char sequence> ::= <EBCDIC OS hex> 
1 <char sequence> CAT <EBCDIC or hex> 

<EBCDIC or hex> ::= <EBCDIC char> 1 <hex char> 
<hex char> ..= x a I . <hexit> <hexit> * 

Semantics: A <hex char> may not be X.70’. The <hex char> allows 
one to use other &bit combinations as characters,, besides the 
EBCDIC hit combinations. Note that a space must be represented by 
its hex representation, X*40*. 

The synonym definition associates a CIL identifies (the 
synonym) with a sequence of characters which form a source language 
symbol (the <EBCDIC char> list OS the <EBCDIC or hex>s in the <char 
sequence>). The synonym must be used later in a set definition (cf 
Section 12.3) or in a reserved word definition (cf Section 12-Y), to 
indicate how the source language symbol is used, 

Any source language symbol can be given a synonym; the 
following must have a synonym: 

1, Those source language synibols which are scanner definition 
resefved words: 

BEGIN 
CAT COHMENTQ 
DIGIT 
ENDSCAN 
IDBEG IDCHA3 IGNORE INVTEBBIN 
NONE' 
RES 
STRINQ SYN 
TERBIN 

2. Those source language symbols which contain (or are) a space 
or a character which is not an EBCDIC character. 

A synonym may not be a reserved word of a sublangaage in which it is 
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used (production language or semantic sublanguage OS scauner 
definition,) 

12-3, Set definitions 

Syntax: 
<set definition> ::= DIGIT <char set> 

1 XDBEG <char set> 
1 IDCnAR <char set> 
1 TERBFN <char set> 
1 INVTERBIN <char set> 
J IGNORE <char set> 

<char set> ::= NONE J <<character> list> 

<character> ::= <EBCDIC OS hex> 1 <synonym> 

Semantics: Set definitions serve to describe the use of each 
character in the source language. Each character must appear in at 
least one set definition. These definitions are used by the scanner 
to build the actual source language symbols, A set definition with 
the <char set> NONE defines an empty set, The sets have the 
folloning meaning: 

1.. The set of DIGITS are used to torm iw~&ers according to the 
syntax 

<source number> ::= <<digit> list>, 

When a source number is formed, the metasymbol N is returned in 
SCANYSM, 1, mhile the atom tos the source number itself is put 
in SCANSYH,2. Note that no actual conversion of the number is 
performed- 

2, The sets IDBEG and IDCHAP are used to form sgurce (lanquaqe) 
identifiers according to the syntax _------ 

<source id> ::= <char in set IDBEG> 
[ <<char in set IDCRAR> list> 1. 

When a source identities is formed. the metasymbol I is 
returned in SCANYSM-1, while the atom fos the source identifier 
itself is put in SCANSYLL- 

3, The set TERMIN contains the single character symbols of the 
source language. Examples from ALGOL and FORTRAN are + - ( and 
1 - These characters are called terminators -,,-.----I since they 
terminate identifiers or numbers. #hen scanned, the atom for a 
terminator is put in SCANSYM.l while SCANSYL2 becomes 
undefined. 

4. The characters in the set LNVTERHIN signal the end of an 
atom being formed. For example, in some languages a space 
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following an identifier ends that identifier; A B is two 
identifiers - A and B. However, these characters are INVisible 
- they are not passed on to the compi1e.c (except in strings). 

5, The characters in the set IGNOEE are completely ignored 
(except in strings) if they appear in the source program. For 
example, in some ALGOL implementations blanks are ignored; A BC 
is the identifier ABC. 

The default option, in case a set definition for one of the sets is 
missing, is taken from the rollouing set definitions: 

DIGIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
ICBEGABC DEFGHIJKLi!lNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
IECHAR ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVUXYZOl 
23456789 
TERMXN NONE 
INVTERMIN X*40' 
IGNORE NONE 

The following restrictions are placed on the sets. The sets IDBEG 
and IICCHAR may have a nonempty intersection, The sets IDCHAR and 
DIGIT may have a nonempty intersection. The intersection of any 
other two sets must be empty. 

12.4.. .aesnrsed-words 

Syntax 
<reserved aef> ::= RES <<res word> list> 
tres word> s. --= <source ia> 

1 <termin> <source ia> [ <termin> ] 
1 <termin> <termin> 
1 <synonym> 

<termin> -. *-= '*a character in the set TERMIN" 
<source id> ::= "a source language identifier (cf sets 

IDBEG, IDCHAR)" 

Semantics: The reserved derinition dec:Lares the reserved words 
of the source language- Note that we include double character 
symbols like // and /* here, If a synonym appears here, the source 
language symbol it represents must have one of the other forms given 
above. 

12,5- Strinqag comment quotes 

Syntax 
<quote def> z:= STRINGQ <<quote pair> list> 

1 COBBENT <<quote ,pair> list> 

<quote pair> : := <begin Euote> <end quote> 
<begin quote> ::= <termin> ) tres word> j <synonym> 
<end quote> ::= <termin> i <terrain> J ] <synonym> 
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Semantics: The set COMMENTu contains pairs of beginning and end 
quotes for comments. The beginning guote can be any terminator or 
reserved word; the end quote must consist of one or two terminators. 
Comments are deleted from the source program. A comment is thus an 
invisible terminator (set INVTERBIN). 

The set STRINGQ contains pairs of beginning and end quotes for 
strings. The beginning quote can be any terminator or reserved uord, 
while the end quote must consist of one or two terminators. Yhen a 
string is detected, the metasymbol s is put in SCANYSB.7 and the 
atom for the string (without the quotes) is placed in SCANSYU.2. 

12.6. Prrcessinq-before scanning 

Syntax: <preprocessor> ::= <procedure call> 1' of a procedure 
without parameters" 

Semantics: The procedure must be in core during the time the 
scanner definition is used. iJhen reading in a neu source program 
line, the scanner puts it in the system string variable EINLINE and 
executes the procedure call. This procedure can then do any 
prepr;z;;;ingoi?cessary before the scanner actually scans the line. 
The this preprocessing must be put in the system string 
variable ESCLINE. The original line should also be written out using 
&OUT. 

For example, suppose we wish to preprocess a FORTRAN program. 
The end of a line means the end of a statement except when column 6 
of the next card is nonblanr. In addition, columns l-5,7-72 are 
fixed fields. Suppose in the scanner definition we declared the 
terminals EOS (end of statement) and EOL to be two byte 
representations which cannot appear on the input card. The following 
procedure then will accomplish what we want: 

PROCEDURE PBEPROC; 
BEGIN &OUT(&INLINE); &Our; /+ write out the line */ 

IF SUEBYTE(&INLXNE,5,1) = ' ' 
TBEN BEGIN /* this is not a continuation card*/ 

ESCLINE = EOS /* put in end of statement,*/ 
CAT SUBBYTE(&INLINE,O,S) /* label field,*/ 
CAT EOL /* end of label,*/ 
CAT SUBBYTE(GINLINE,6,66) /* rest of card */ 

END 
'ELSE BEGIN /+ continuation card. */ 

ESCLINE = SUBBYTE(GINLINE,6,66) 
END 

END 

If the <preprocessor> is missing from a scanner definition, a 
procedure with the folloving procedure body is automatically invoked 
before each new line is scanned: 
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BEGIN &OUT 

GOUT; 
GSCLINE 

END 

( KLINE, ' ', /* line number */ 
CINLINE); /* input line */ 

= SUBBYTE(&INLINE,0,72); /* only cols 1 to 72 +/ 

The following system indentitiers are used in connection with 
the scanner, 

STRING(80) CINLINE, Always contains the last source program line. 

STBING(256) GSCLINE, Current source program line'being worked on, 

STRING1 5) GCLINE, Contains the number of the current line (uith 
leading blanks). 

HWI GNLINE- The number of the current line- 
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13. ERODUCIICJN LANGUAGE (PL) 

is a Frcduction lan@gg (PL) sublanguage of GIL designed for 
writing "parsersl' or "syntax analyzers H of programs. It consists 
primarily or so-called Pzoductip&s which work with a LIFO stack- 
Briefly, as a source program is scanned, the source symbols are 
placed on the stack and an attemPt is made to match the toI? stack 
symbols nith those designated u 1 tne current production. If no match 
occurs the following production necoaes the current one and a match 
is attempted again; this continues until a match occurs. iJhen it 
does, the top of the stack is rearranged and several actions are ------ 
performed as indicated by the current production, These actions may 
cause more symbols to be stacked, may cause a portion of the 
semantic subprogram to be executed and may also indicate which 
Production is to become the current production, 

At this point an exam&e might help to make this whole section 
clearer. Consider the following production: 

IF E TBEN > ICL EXEC SIPCLAUSE GO THENPART 

This production has the following meaning: If the top three stack 
records contain the symbols IF, d and THEN, then replace these three 
records bY a single record containing the symbol ICL, execute that 
portion of the semantic subprogram labeled SIFCLAUSE, make the 
production labeled THEBPAHT the current production and begin 
matching again- 

Production language need not ne used, in which case the 
seiuantics portion of a pass is executed as a program in the usual 
manner; statements are executed in the order in uhich they appear. 

If Production language is used in a pass, then it is the 
production language subprogram wnicn is in command - which drives 
the cornFiler- It causes source language symbols to be scanned and 
invokes parts of the semantic suulanguage. 

Syntax: 
<EL subprogram> ::= PRODLANG 

L <<Pi declaration> list> ] 
PRODUCTIONS <<production> list> 
eNDSYNTAX 

13-I comments and b&&s 

A comment in PL is any sequence or characters, not including the 
II * . ,, subsequence . . , enclosed in the comment quotes 'l::rr and *::*l I A 

comment may appear between declarations and/or productions. 

Blanks may appear anywhere except between characters of a <PL 
identifier>, (source symbol>, <identifier>, or reserved word. At 
least one blank must separate them if they are adjacent. 
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13-2 p&-reserved words 

The reserved words or production language are: 

ANY 
CALL CLASS CLASSLAB 
ENCSYNTAX ERROR EXEC 
GC 
H.AL'I 
I IF INT 
N 
FRODLANG PRODUCTIONS 
RETURN 
S SCAN SCANNEE SCANSYH SIGNAL 51'AK 
UNSIK 

They may not be used as identifiers in a PL subprogram. 

13,3- Source l..guaqe svmbo& 

Syntax 
<source symool> ::= II ani sequence of 1 to 250 EBCDIC 

characters except ,I $,, , II : 11 , II > 81 and 
space (blank) - It may not be a PL reserved 
word." 
1 <source language symbol> 

Semantics: A source symbol is a sequence of characters which 
was declared in a scanner definition to be a symbol of the language 
to be compiled (cf Section 12.2), Note that in this subprogram only, 
the source symbol may appear without the rt$tr in front of it, as long 
as it follows the rules given above, 

Examples: 

BEGIN 

i.$ is the source language symbo.1 II $11 
CLASS is not a source symbol since it is a reserved word. 
$CLASS represents the source language symbol. CLASS. 
AND and BAND are equivalent. 

13-4, MetasymbplS 

syntax: (metasymbol) ::= I 1 N 1 S 1 ANY 

The metasymbols I, N, and S represent an identifier, a number 
(sequence of digits) and a string of the source language being 
compiled, respectively, ANY represents any source language symbol. 
Their use will be explained later, 

13-S &-jddntifiers 
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Syntax 
<PL identifier> ::= llany sequence of 1 to 250 EBCDIC 

characters except ‘g$“, . , ,I 1 9, ,I>,, , and 
space. It may not be a PL reserved word 
or De used as a <source symbol>." 

<PL label> ::= <PL identifier> 
<PL int> ::= <PL identifier> 
<class name> ::= <Pi. identifier> 

Semantics: By the sjabol <iaentifier> Ye mean the usual 
identifier (cf Section 1.3) - a sequence of letters and digits, the 
first of which must be a letter, <identifier>s used in a PL 
subprogram are declared elsewhere - as a synonym for a source 
language symbol, as a label in rne semantic program, etc. 

PL identifiers - those declared and used only in a PL 
subprogram - are less restrxcted, as indicated by the above syntax. 
A PL identifier may be declared only once in a PI. program and must 
be difterent from any identifier or symbol used in a PL subprogram. 

13-6, Communication between syntax and semantics ----_------------- 

13-6-l the main stack 

Production language uses a LIFO stack, This stack serves also 
as the major communication between the production language 
subprogram and the semantic subprogram- The stack to be used for 
this purpose is defined bi a <main stack dec> in the semantic 
sublanguage (cf Section 6.2). It must be STATIC (cf Section 6-2) and 
the first three components of the stack records must be of type 
BYTEZ, Apart from th.is, the com;iler writer is free to define the 
structure of the stack record as he chooses. The second component is 
called the Syntax component of the stack; it is used to store the ------ ----_ 
(atoms for the) symbols of the lanjuaye, 

As source language symuols are scanned at compiletime, they are 
put in location SCANSYB (cf Section 12.1) and then pushed onto the 
stack as follows: 

I, If the symbol is an identifier (number or string), the 
metasymbol I (N or S) is put into the second BYTE2 component, 
and the atom for the identifier (number or string) is put into 
the third BYTE2 component. The rirst ccmponent is reserved for 
system use, 

2, If the symbol is not dn identifier (number or string), 
its atom is put in the second BYTE2 component. The first 
component is reserved for system use while the third component 
beccmes undefined. 

For example, suppose the string '*A = B PLUS 1" is scanned, where A 
and B are identifiers, PLUS is a reserved word and 1 is a number in 
the source language being compiled- Tnen the stack would be: 
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stack rec. ___------- 1st cow= -m---m 2na compr ------- Ird-co!!!& 

0 reserved N 1 
1 reserved PLUS undefined 
2 reserved I B 
3 reserved = undefined 
4 reserved I A 

13.6.2 location SIGNAL 

BYTE identifier SIGNAL is a system identifier local to a pass 
whose value can be changed in the usual manner in the semantic 
sublanguage and tested in production language. Its value is 
initially undefined. (cf Section 13.9, action 7). 

13.7. ceclarntions-is-P& 

Syntax 
<PL declaration> ::= <int dec> 1 <class dec> 

1 <classlab dec> 

<int dec> ::= INT <<PL int> list> 
<class dec> :== CLASS <class name> <<symbol> list> 
<classlab dec> ::= CLASSLAB <class nane> 

<<symbol-label> list> 

<symbol label> ::= <symbol> <label> 
<symbol> ::= <source symbol> ] <PL int> 1 I 1 N 1 S 

1 <int identifier> 

Semantics: The identifiers declared in an INTernal declaration 
can b:f thought of as *lnonterminal'* symbols used to help define the 
syntax of the source langua9e. They can be placed in the syntax 
portion (second component) of the stack. Each INT identifier is 
represented internally by a 16 bit (BYTE2) integer assigned by GIL. 

CLASS and CLASSLAB declarations serve to associate the 
<symbol>s with the class name. This is simply a notational 
convenience; a production containing a class name is equivalent to a 
sequence of productions, each with one of the <symbol&a substituted 
for the class name. 

Additionally, a CLASSLAB declaration associates one semantic 
label of the semantic sublanguage with each symbol, providing 
another convenience mentioned later in discussing actions. 

1~3. identifiers and class names must be declared before they 
are used. 

Examples: 

INT PBIBARY PACTOR TERM EXPBESSION 
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CLASS UNARYOPERATOR + - 
CLASSLAB OPERAND I ROUTINi2X N ROUTINEN PRIMARY RCUTINEP 

13.8. Froductions _--------- 

Syntax 
<;roauction> ::= <PL label> : <production> 

1 <left part> [ <right part> ] 
<<action> list> 

<left part> ::=<<symt~> list> 
<right part> --= ‘3”’ L I. <<synb> list> ] 
<action> --= "see Section 13-9" . . 

<symb> --= <source symDol> 1 tmeta symbol> . . 
1 <int identifier> 1 <PL int> 
1 <class name> 

A <left part> may contain at most 5 <symb>s in the list. 
A <right part> nay contain at most 3 <symb>s in the list. 

Semantics: The first production to be executed is the first 
one, Productions are executed in order of occurrence except when 
this is changed by an action.. A sequence of productions may act as a 
subroutine, See Section 13-9, actions 1 and 8, 

A prcduction is executed as follows: 

1. The <symb>s in the left part are compared with the syntax 
components (second component) or the top records of the stack. 
A match occurs if one or the rollowing holds for each <symb> in ---me 
the left part: 

A) the <symb> is a <symbol, and the same <symbol> appears 
on the syntax component of the corresponding record, 

B) the <symb> is ANY (it matc.hes any symbol on the stack). 

C) the <symb> is a class naae and the syntax component of 
the corresponding stack record is a symbol in the class 
<class name> (cf Section 13.7)- 

If a match occurs JO on to step 2; if no match occurs, 
execution is finished, 

2-J If the right part occurs in tne production, then the records 
matched in (1) are delete& from the stack, Any <symb>s 
appearing in the right part are then stacked, in left-to-right 
order, as follows: 

A) if the <symb> is ANY, I, S, N or a class name, it must 
also have appeared in the left part. The complete stack 
record, whose position corresponded to the rightmost 
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occurrence of the <symb> in the left part, is stacked. 

B) if the <symb> is a source symbol, PL int or int 
identifier, a record is added to the stack and its second 
component becomes that symbol. 

3, The actions are executed. 

13.9. Actions 

We now present the possible actions which can occur in a 
production. 

1. CALL -<PL label> Execute the productions starting at the one 
labeled by the <PL label>, and continue until the action RETURN 
is executed. This is thus just a subroutine call. It may be 
recursive. Restriction: the action EXEC <class --- name> may not 
appear after a CALL action in a production. 

2. EBROB <integer> Print *I EblHOB <inteyer>". 

3. EXEC <label> Begin executing the semantic subprogram of the pass ----------- 
at the statement labeled <label>. When the semantic statement 
SYNTAX is executed, return to the action following this one. 
The <label> may not be in a procedure or iterative statement of 
the pass. 

4. EXEC <class name> The class name, which must have been declared 
in a CLASSLAB declaration, must also appear in the left part of 
any production in which this action appears. Consider the 
symbol in the stack corresdondinj to the topmost occurrence of 
the class name in the left part of the production. The semantic 
subprogram is executed neyinning at the semantic label 
associated with this s~muol in the declaration of the class 
name. Upon execution or the semantic statement SYNTAX, control 
returns to the production sunprogram at the point following 
this action. Please note the restriction in action 1. 

Example. Suppose we have the declaration 

CLASSLAB SIGN + SPLUS - SMINUS 

and that the stack contains 

E+E-E (top of stack) 

and finally that a match has just occurred using the production 

E SIGN E SIGN E EXEC SItiN . 

Then the semantic subprojram will be executed beginning at 
label SMINUS. 

5. @J <PL label, The production labeled <PL label> becomes the 
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current production ana matcning begins. Any actions following 
the GO action will never be executed. 

6. FiAiT-<inteqer> Print the message "RALT <integer>" and stop the 
Program. 

7, p SIGNA&-GL<PL label> If SlGNAL is TRUE (not zero), execute the 
GO <PL label> action (cf Section 13.6-2). 

8, RETURE Return to the point after the last CALL executed (cf 
action l)- 

9, ~CN If this pass is not in t]arallel with others, buila the next 
atom of the source pro,jram, put it in SCANSY M (cf Section 
12.1) * and push it onto the stack (cf $section 13-6-l). 

10, SCAN <integer> This is equivalent to SCAN SCAN ..a SCAN 
<inteJer57imZ, 

11, SGmER -<identifier> The identifier must name a scanner 
definition (cf Section IL.). Until another SCANNER action is 
executed, the source program will be scanned according to the 
scanner definition identified, 

12, slAJl--- <symficn&>_ The symbol is Pushed onto the stack (component 2 
of the ner record - cf Section 13-6-l)- 

13, s~~~-gg~g~qg Push the symbol in SCANSYM onto the stack. (cf 
Section 12-l). 
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14, CCDE GEWERATION SYSTEM (CGS) 

14-l. COCEAREAS --------- 

14,l.l introduction 

A COCEAREA is a table for storing code (machine language) as it -------_ 
is being generated at compile time, Code gets stored in a CODEAREA 
automatically as code bracket statements (cf Section 14.6) and 
expressions (cf Section 14-S) are executed, The compiler writer may 
also enter his own information into a CODEBREA with an ENTER 
statement (cf Section 14.1-5). At runtime, the contents of the 
CODEAREA becomes the program bein run. 

Any number of CODEAREAs may be used at compile time. They may 
contain code, tables of constants, or a mixture of both, Each 
COCEAREA becomes a named section -----m-------L or CSECT ----1 of the generated object 
module- 

Ye make the following restriction on the use of CODEAREAs: the 
bytes of code for a subroutine snould be contiguous, By a subroutine 
we mean a section of a program which may be tlcalledql from many 
Places, and which returns to the calling point when finished. To 
illustrate this, suppose a one-pass ALGOL compiler is compiling a 
Program with the following structure: 

BEGIN PROCEDURE B; 
BEGIN PROCEDURE C; 

BEGIN e-.. END; 
L 

END; 
PROCEDURE D; 
BEGIN .a- END; 

: 
END 

Code for the main proyram and ror procedures B and C must be 
generated into different CODEAREAS, while the code for procedure D 
may not be in the same area as ttle main program code. One possible 
configuration would be: 

CCDEAREA 
1 2 3 

- ------ ----- -e---e 
1 HAIN 1 IPROC Bj 1 1 
lPi?OGRAM] 1 ------I J PPOC Cl 
I 1 IPROC D) J 1 
I-------l l----I 1 ------ 1 

The main reason for the above restriction is to keep the code for ~ 
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each lo.Jical part of the source program in contiguous bytes. This 
facilitates base register ailocation and branching, which on the IBM 
360 are complicated tasks. 

The important points to remember about CODEAREAS are: 

1. A CODEABEA at compile time is read-only storage at runtime. 

2, The information is to be rilled into the CODEAREA at compile 
time, 

3, Each CODEAREA is a separate ;Jhysical entity (a named section ------------- 
in OS 360 terminology), 

4, At compile time, there is always one current CODEAREA into ---_ 
which code is being generated. 

5, All CODEAREAS are in core during runtime (Cf Section 14.9 
for multiple coreloads), 

The offffe& of a byte in a CODEAREA is the address of that byte 
in the CODEAREA. The first byte has orfset 0, the second has offset 
1, etc. Within CGS the address or anI byte in a codearea is given by 
the pair (CODEAREA number, offset)- CGS takes care of addressability 
problems when yenerating code, 

14_1,2 register descriptions 

CGS maintains a set of &eiister descriptions for each CODEAREA. ------------ -T--- 
These register descriptions describe (at compile time) the runtime 
contents of the IBM 360 registers after the currently last 
instruction in the CODEAREA has been executed (at runtime), For 
example, suppose the statement 

CODE(iGdEG(1) = D) 

has just been executed. This statement means "generate code to put 
the value of the runtime variaD,le described by the DESCRIPTOR D into 
general register 1," The code zor this is generated and put into the 
current CODEAREA- Then the register 1 description is changed to 
indicate that this value is now in register 1. 

Execution of the above statement might also cause other 
descriptions to change, For example, if the runtime variable is not 
directly addressable, code must tirst be generated to load a 
register uith the correct address (this is done by CGS 
automatically). When this haPpens, the description of that register 
is alsc changed. 

A ccmpiler writer may chanje and/or test register descriptions 
himself- All operations on them are explained in Section 14.4. 
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14-1.3 system variables connected with CODEAREAS 

variable ------- LYE 
&CODENO BYTE 

ECOCELGC BYTE3 

meaning ---- 
contains the number identifying the current 
CODEAREA. 
contains the offset of the next free byte 
in toe current CODEAREA, and thus the 
number or oytes in the CODEAREA so far. 

14.1.4 creating and switcninq CODEAREAS. 

Evaluation of the <specfunc> 

r _-__- -- ------- ---, 

1 GCREATECODEAREA 1 
~-~-------~-~-~-~-, 

causes a new CODEAREA to be created. The register descriptions of 
this new COCEAREA all initially indicate that the registers are 
eaEty- The value of the function designator is a BYTE value - the 
number assigned to the new CODEAREA, This number identifies the 
CODEAREA and is used to communicate uith CGS, 

The <specf unc> 

r----------------------- --------, 

1 GUSECODEAPEA ( <expression> ) ] 

is evaluated as follows: tne <expression> is evaluated, assigned to 
an internal BYTE variable I (say), and CODEAREA I (which must have 
already beeu created) becomes the current CODEAREA. This means that ---e-L- 
any code generated before the next USECODEABEA function designator 
executed, will be added to this CODEAPEA, The value of the function 
designator is the BYTE value assigned to the ~reqous current 
CODEAREA, 

14-7-5 entering data into a CODEAREA 

code is entered into the current CODEAREA as code-bracketed 
statements are executed and code is produced. In addition, 
<sEecproc>s of the following rorm can be used: 

i ENTEE ( CODEAREA, ( <ex?ressionr>, ] <expressionz> ) i 

This statement is executed as foflows: 
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1, If <expressionl> is missing, then <exFressiona> is evaluated 
and added to the current CODEAREA at the next free byte with 
the Froper alignment (cf Section 11 for alignment factors for 
different basic types). Variable ECODELOC is changed to the 
offset of the first free byte after the added bytes, 

2, If <expressionl> is present, it is evaluated and assigned to 
an internal BYTE3 variable I (say) - Next <expressione> is 
evaluated and the result is put in the CODEAREA at the offset 
I. 

If the ENTER instruction is used and the entered data is actually 
code, it is the compiler writer's responsibility for updating the 
register descriptions. 

Example, ENTER( CODEAREA, B) 

14-1.6 initial conditions 

Initially, CODEAREA 1 is the current CODEAREA and is the only 
one in existence- It may already contain some information; CODELOC 
may not initially be zero. 

14.2.1 introduction 

A DATAAREA is a runtime ta0le for ------ storing data - values 
corresponding to source lanjuasc variables, temporary results, etc. 
In contrast to a CODEAREA whic4 at runtime is read-only storage, a 
DATAAREA is read-write storage, Under certain circumstances, a 
CATAAREA can be initialized at compile time. 

Storage is allocated in a DATAARZA to runtime variables through 
the allocate statements (ci Section 14,2-U), The allocated storage 
can be initialized at compile time bi the GINIT or ENTER statements 
(ct Section 14-2-4). 

The of_fse& of a byte in a DATAAt(EA is the address of that byte 
within the DATAAREA, The first byte has offset 0, the second has 
offset 1, etc. Within CGS the address of any byte in a DATAAREA is 
given by the pair ( DATAAREA number, otfset within DATAAREA). 

Actually, the BYTE numi3ers wrlich identify DATAAREAS are 
difterent from those identiryinq CODEABEAS, Therefore a pair 

(area number, otfset) 

uni-,uely addresses a byte of an Akt2A ( CODEAREA or DATAAHEA). 
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14.2-2 system variables connected with DATAAREAS 

variable !iYE meanin -------- ------1 
GDATANO BYTE contains tne number identifying the current 

DAL'AAREA, 
GDATALOC BYTE3 contains the offset of the next free byte 

in the current DATAAREA, and thus the 
number or ovtes in the DATAAREA so far. 

14-2-3 creating and suitcninj DATAAREAS 

The <specfunc> 

_---------~--~~~~~~~~~~~---~-~-- 

; CCREATEDATAAiiEA i ( DYNAMIC ) ] ; 
L---------------------------------J 

creates a new, empty DATAAREA, The value of the function designator 
is a EYTE value which identifies the DATAAREA and which is used to 
communicate with CGS about the DATAAREA, 

There are two types of DATAAREAS - STATIC and DYNAMIC. 

1, If (DYNAMIC) is missing in the above function designator, 
the DATAAREA is STATIC, This means that it is a named section 
(control section) of tne object module being generated; it 

exists throuyhout runtime (CL Section 14-9 for multiple 
ccreloads,) it may be initialized at compile time, CGS handles 
all problems of addressins STATIC DATAAREAS. 

2- If (DYNAMIC) is present, the DATAAREA is DYNAFlIC. No named 
section for it exists in the object module being created and it 
cannot be initialized, Its function is to describe the format 
of a section of storage which may or may not exist at different 
stages of runtime, It thus is like a V8DSECT*1 in an OS 360 
assembly language program, 

One use of a DYNAEIC DATAAdEA is for the variables and 
temporary locations associated with a Fcocedure, At compile 
time storage can be allocated within the DATAAREA and code 
generated which uses the DATAAaEA (even though no storage 
actually exists). At runtime, uhen the procedure is called, the 
necessary storage corresponding to the DATAAREA must be taken 
from free storage and used. Just before the procedure returns 
to the calling point, the storage is released again. 

Since DYNAMIC DATAAREAS are not always in core and may also 
appear in different locations, CGS needs some help in 
addressing variables in them. Briefly, the compiler writer must 
indicate a variable or register which contains the address of 
the DATAAREA. See Section 14.2.6 for full details. 

The tspecfunc> 
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r--------------------- ----- -----, 

1 GUSEDATAAHXA ( <expression> ) 1 
L----------------------------------J 

is evaluated as follows: tne <expression> is evaluated, assigned to 
an internal 5YTE variable I (say), and DATAAREA I (uhich mEit have 
already been created) becomes tile currrent DATAAREA. This means that -__---- 
any storage aliocated or entered ~1 an allocate or ENTER statement 
(ct Section 14-2.4) is entered into this DATAAREB until the next 
CSEDATAAREA iunction designator is executed. Also, all storage 
needed for temporary results by CtiS is allocated in the current 
DATAAREA. The value of the USEDATAAREA function designator is the 
BYTE number of the previous ourcent DATAAREA. 

14-2.4 allocating and initlaiizing DATAAREA storaye 

Before reading this section gidnCe over Section 14.3, 

14.2-4-1 7%~ <specproc> CALLOCP allocates storage to one or - _--_-------- 
more runtime variables of the same type. 

BxamEles: To build a DESC.RIPTOk for a haliword integer and allocate 
runtime stcraye for it, use 

D .= DESCRIPTGK(KIkD=&RJI) ; &ALLOCP(D). 

To build a DESCRIPTOR for a POIBTEk and allocate runtime storage in 
CATAAREA 3 for six POINTERS, use 

I: = CESCRIPTOR(XIND=&POINTER); ZALLOCP(D,6,DATAABEA 3) . 

The syntax of the &ALLOCP <specproc> is 

r------------------------------------------, 
1 EALLOCP ( <DESCPIPTOk destination> 
I 1 # <expressionl> ] 1 
I 1 I DATAAREA <expressionz> ] ) 1 
L------------------------------------------, 

The default option for <expressioni> is 1, The default option for 
DATAABEA <expressionz> is DATAAHEA 6DATANO (the current DATAAREA). 

The statement accomplishes the iollowing: 

1, The DESCRIPTOR <destination> is checked. It must not 
describe a label, procedure or be undefined, The address of the 
variable must be complete.ly undefined. 

2. DATAAREA <expression-a> becomes the current DATAAREA. 
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3. CDATALOC is increased, it necessary, to provide the proper 
alignment for the runtime variable described by the DESCRIPTOR 
<destination>, 

4, The address (&DATANO,&DATA.LOC) becomes the basic address of 
the DESCRIPTOR <destination>. 

5, <expressioal> is evaluated and assigned to an internal HUI 
variable I (say) ; the result must be nonneyative. &DATALOC is 
then increased to provide room for I runtime variables of the 
type specified by the DESCiUPTOB <destination> (If I = 0, 
nothiny happens), 

6, The DATAAREA which was current before this statement nas 
executed becomes the current L)ATAAREA. 

14.2-4.2 The CALLOCF <specfunc> builds a DESCRIPTOR and then 
allocates runtlme 

-T----stoFa9ef oE-i~,- 
The value of the function is the 

DESCRIFTOR- 

&zE!ll~s: To build and allocate storage for a halfword integer, use 

D = &ALLOCF(GdWI) . 

TO build a DESCRIPTOR for a POINTEP and allocate storage for 6 of 
them in DATAAREA 3, use 

D = &ALLOCP(GPOINTJZR,~,DATAAREA 3) . 

To just align CDATALOC (current DATAAPEA offset) on a doubleword 
boundary, use 

EALLOCP(ZDWF,O) - 

The syntax of the EALLOCP <specfunc> is 

r--------------------------------------------7 

I EALLOCF ( <expressionO> 1 
I C , <expressionl> ] I 
I L * DATAABEA <expressione> ] ) ( 
~-----~~~~~--~-~~~~~~~~-~~~--~~~~--~~~--~~~-~J 

It is evaluated as follows, 

1, <expressiono> is evaluated and assigned to an internal BYTE 
variable J (say 1 - A new DESCRIPTOR D (say) is then generated 
with KIND = J, 

2- The statement 

&ALLOCF(D [ , <expressionl>J L,DATAAREA <expression2>]) 
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is then executed, 

3, The value of the function 1s the DESCRIPTOR D. If its 
addtess is assigned to a POINTER variable, it is the 
programmers responsibility to release the storage for D when no 
lcnqer needed. Otherwise the system takes care of it. 

14-Z-4-3 Tfig EINIT <sGecprgc_, initializes runtime variables in 
a STATIC DATAAREA. 

EZ&SlSS: Let D be a DESCRIPTOR of a HYI value, To initialize the 
variable it describes with I), use 

CLNIT(D,O) . 

TO initialize it and three following halfword integers with the 
current value of a compile time variaole I, use 

61NIT(D,4,1) - 

Let PD be a DESCRIPTOR of a POINTER. To initialize the variable to 
point to itself, use 

&INIT(PD, GADD(PD)) (ct Section 14-3.4-5). 

To initialize it to contain the address of CODEAREA 1, offset 4, use 

&INIT(PD, &DDBESS(1,4)) (cr Section 14-3.1.1). 

The syntax of the EINIT <specsroc> is 

r-------------------------------------’ 

! 
GINIT ( <DESCRIPTOR destination> ; 

I. I <ex?ressionr> ] I 
1 I <expressiona> ) 
l-- ---------__----_____---------------- 1' 

f 
EINIT ( <DESCRIPTOR destination> ] 

L * <expressionl> ] I 
1 I <t;DDHESS exp ) I L--------------------------------------J 

The default option for <expression'> is 1. The second form is used 
if the runtime variable has type PI)INTER; the value to which it is 
initialized is the value or <&DDRESS exp> - cf Section 14.3-1.1). 
The rirst form is used if the runtime variable is not a pointer. 

The statement is executed as follous: 

1. The address of the runtime variable defined by the 
DESCRIPTOR <destination> is evaluated (at compiletime). It must 
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yield an address of the form (area number, offset), (this means 
for example that no indirect addressing may be specified.) 

2, <expressionl> is evaluated and assigned to an internal HYI 
variable I (say); the result must be nonnegative, 

3, <expressione> (or <&DDRESS exp> in the second case) is 
evaluated and assigned to an internal variable J (say) uhose 
type is the same as that ijiven by component KIND of the 
DESCRIPTOR <destination>. 

4- The value of J is stored in the DATAAREA at the offset 
specified by the result or step 1, and in the following I - 1 
runtime variables of the same KIND, 

14.2-L 4 The ENTER DATAALLEA <sEecproc> can be used to enter --------a------------.- -_ 
data into STATIC DATAAREAS, Its syntax is: 

r------------------------------------------------------ 
1 ENTER ( DATAAREA, [ <exdressionl>, ] <expression*> ) 1 
L----------------------a- -_----- - ---------- -----------e-J 

It is executed exactly like the ENTEH CODEAREA statement (cf Section 
14,1,5), except that a DATAAREA (wnich must be STATIC) is used 
instead of a CODEAREA. 

Example. ENTER ( DATAAREA,C) 

14,2.5 initial conditions 

Initially, DATAAREA 2 is the current DATAAREA and is the only 
one in existence. It is STATIC -and may already contain some 
information, 

14.2-b addressing DYNAMIC DATAAREAS 

since DYNAPlIC DATAAREAS are not always in core - and since 
several copies may exist at any one time - CGS needs help in 
addressing them. There are two kinds of statements dealing with this 
problem; the first kind tells CGS that a DYNAMIC DATAAREA has been 
created (at runtime) and .ives its location, the second kind tells 
CGS that a DATAAREA is no longer available- 

14.2,6,1 Addressins__~n__-D~~~~~~~: The following three 
<specfunc>s give CGS the address of a DATAAREA that can be 
referenced in the current CODEAREA only, -~------ -_-----_---- - 
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r------------------------------------------------- 

1 

I GDYYADD ( <DESCE\ exi'> ) 
I------- ---__~----_-~~~-_--~-~~~~--~~~-~----~-~-~~ I 
1 GCYNADD ( <DESCR ex?> , <tDDHESS exp> ) 
I ---- --------e-------m ----- ------------- ----- ----- 1 
1 EDYNADD ( <register no> , <GDDRESS exp> ) I ~-~~~~~~~~~~~ ----------- ---- ---- ----- -_--- ----a---J 

In the first case, the DESC;tIPTOd sust describe a &POINTER constant; 
the value of the pointer must me tbe address (in (area number, 
offset) form) of the DATAAREA whicn can now be referenced. In the 
second and third cases, tne <GDDRESS exp> gives the address of the 
EATAAREA, while the actual ,jlace where this value resides is either 
at the address specified bi the <DESCRIPTOR exp> or in register 
<register no>. 

In all three cases the vaLue of the <specfunc> is a pointer to 
a DESCi;IFTOil of a &POINTER c011sta11t whose value is the address 
given. 

14.2.6-2 releasing the DATAAREA, The <specproc> ----se-- ----------_--- 
r-- ---- ---------_----__---- ---- 
1 ERELDYNADD ( <POINTER expr>) ; 
L--~-~~~-~~~---~~~--~~~---- -----J 

tells CGS that the &POINTER constant uescribed by the DESCRIPTOR 
Lointed at by the <&POINTER expr> can no longer be used to reference 
data while executinij the current CODEAREA- 

14-3, rhe DESCRIPTOR 

DESCRIPTOR is a structured type wnich is declared implicitly by the 
system, A variable of type DESCHIPTOR describes a runtime variable 
or value in terms of the IBM 360 basic data types. CGS provides 
several functions which alter, test and use DESCBIPTORS; the 
compiler writer should use these rather than try to perform these 
operations himself. 

tie use the word DESCRIPTOR r'or the structured type and also for 
a quantity of that structured tipe- When writing programs, the 
identifier "CDt' can be used in place oi "DESCRIPTOB". 

During the code generation process, CGS maintains pointers to 
DESCRIPTORS which are being used to generate code, For example, if a 
DESCRIFTOR of a label has Deen used to generate a branch but the 
address of that label is still undefined, CGS records this fact and 
fixes the branch address later-. Also, if a value is in a register, 
the register description points to a I>ESCBIPTOR of that value. For 
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this reason CGS places the following restriction on the use of 
DESCBIFTORS: 

A_-4HSC~II1Toa_bei4~__used__byCGS_should not be 
chan%d or moved to another location ---- -------------------------I 

In crder to be safe, a comijiler writer should work with pointers to 
DESCRIPTORS, instead of the DESCRIPTOR.5 themselves. 

14-3-l structure of the DEXHIYTUR 

This section discusses the format of DESCRIPTORS and three 
related structured.types, 

14-3-1-l STRUCTURE GDDRESS (BYTE AREA, BYTE3 OFFSET); 

GDDHESS defines the basic address_ (BA) of a runtime variable in 
terms or a CODE or DATAAHEA numner (AREA) and an offset of the 
variable in the AREA (OFFSET). 'This is not the whole story on 
addressing; the DESCRIPTOR also allows for subscripting and indirect 
addressing. 

14-3-1.2 STRUCTURE DESCPIPTUR ( 
BYTE KIND, 
BYTE ADDRCONT, 
BYTE CONTROLS, 
BYTE REG ALT BYTE BYTLLENG, 
GDDBESS ADDR ALT POINTER (ECONST) PC 

ALT POINTEli (&SUBSCR) PS, 
BYTE4 THEIRS); 

Component KIND describes the basic kind of the runtime variable --- ---------- 
or quantity. The list below gives system identifiers of constants, 
their hex value (which may change; use the identifiers only) and the 
type of variable they descrine: 

identifier value meanin~_=_rnc_pariable-~~ 
GUNDEF 00 undefined 
EBYl-E 01 one (8 nit) byte 
&BYTE2 02 two contiguous (8 bit) bytes 
&BYTE3 03 three conti.juous (8 bit) bytes 
&BYTE4 04 four contiguous (8 bit) bytes 
CHWI 05 HalfWord Integer 
&FYI 06 FullWora Integer 
EFWF 07 Fullword Floating point number 
EDWF 08 DoubleWord Floating point number 
GCEC 09 DECimal integer 
GFCINTEH OA address or something or 0 
GEY'IES OR 1 to 256 contiguous bytes( components 

BYTELENG, PS, CONTROLS help describe how many 
bytes) 

EFROC 10 procedure 
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&LABEL 20 label 

Note that if you delete the tirst letter aEg* from most of the system 
identifiers above, a CIL basic type is left (example - &HUI becomes 
iiW1). In these cases, dil attributes (ie, Length, alignment 
properties) for the runtime variaole are the same as those for a 
value of the basic type. 

-- --_------_--_ Component ADDRCONT gives more information about addressing the 
runtime variable, It indicates whether the basic address (BA) is 
undefined, whether it is given by component ADDR, or whether it is a 
register. Sunscripting ana indirect addressing are also indicated. 
See 14-3-l-5, 

Component CONTROLS contains miscellaneous bits used for --- -------------- 
difterent purposes. The following table gives system identifiers for 
ccnstants, their hex values, and tne Beaning nhen an identifier is 
'landed** with component CONTROLS. 

System hex meaning wnen identifier is 
identifier value **anded --------- ----- -------------------- uith CONTROLS 

GEL 01 for DESCdIPTOPS of &BYTES only- If 0, number 
of bites minus 1 is given in component 
BYTELENG otherwise the number of bytes is 
described b, what PS points to. 

ENEG 02 if not 0, negative of runtime value is 
desired. 

GNOSAV 04 if not 0, save DESCRIPTOR, if 0, can be 
released arter one use in code generation. 

EORO 08 if not 0, a saved register description points 
to DESCkiIPTOR, 

&CURS 10 if not 0, CGS created DESCRIPTOR 
&l.Z 20 (onl;( wren KIND is BYTES(1,2 or 3) or 

GPOINTEii and the value is in a register). If 
not 0, leading bytes of the register are 0. 

Cc!!!LaEz!t-sK? indicates Yhetner the value is in a register or 
not (cf Section 14.4.1): 

0 = not in a register 
1 through F mean general register 1 through 15 
10 denotes general register 0 
11 denotes floating register 0 
12 denotes floating re,ister L 
13 denotes floating register 4 
14 denotes floating register 6 

c_ompgoent BYTELENG is used only iZ the KIND is &BYTES. It can 
contain the number of bytes minus 1 (if constant and less than 257). 
See component CONTROLS . 

GgmEooent AZ)D& usually defines the basic address of the runtime 
variable- In certain cases, however, the basic address is defined by 
component ADDR of the quantity pointed at by component PC or PS (see 
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also component CONTROL, 

Component PC is used ii the value is a constant. It points at a --- -_----__ 
quantity of structured type &SUBSCd which gives the constant itself 
and its address. 

componeny-pg has two uses, 

1. If the runtime variable is subscripted 
ADDRCONT), PS 

(cf component 
points at a Quantity of structured type ESUBSCR 

which contains the basic address and a pointer to the subscript 
DESCEIPTOR, 

2. If the runtime variable is of type BYTES and if component 
control "anded" with &BL is not 0, then PS points at a quantity 
of structured type GSURSCR which contains the basic address and 
a pointer to a DESCRIPTOR of the number of bytes minus 1. Such 
DESCRIPTORS may not indicate subscripting. 

1413,1.3 STRUCTURE ECONSF ( 
BYTE4 VALUE ALT CDDBESS ADDRVAL, 
GDDRESS ADDR); 

A quantity of type GCONST is used to help describe constants. The 
constant is held in component VALUE or ADDRVAL (if the constant is a 
relocateable address). The address of the constant is contained in ------_ 
ADDR, If ADDR-AREA and ADDR,OFFSET are both zero, the address is 
undefined, 

14-3-1.4 STRUCTURE &SUE.SCii( 
POINTER (DESCdIPTOR) SUBDCR, GDDRESS ADDR); 

a quantity of type ZSUBSCR is used to help describe runtime 
variables which are subscripted .or of type &BYTES (see below). 
Component ADDR contains tne base address of the variable, If 
subscripting, GSUBSCR points to a DESCRIPTOR of the subscript. If 
not subscripting and the runtime variable is of type EBYTES, 6SUBSCR 
Ioints to a DESCRIPTOR of the number of bytes minus 1. 

14.3.1-5 address descriijtion and format of DESCRIPTORS. This 
section describes just how the effective address is to be obtained 
from tne basic address. Component ADDdCONT plays the key role here. 

In the tables below, BA specifies that the basic address is 
given by component ADDR, while R indicates that the basic address is 
the register given bY the numaer in ADDR-AREA. X specifies a 
subscript - its value is jiven bI tne DESCRIPTOR pointed at by the 
tointer PS,SUBDCR. I'*“ indicates indirect addressing. The format 
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number refers to the format of the DESCRIPTOB when ADDRCONT has the 
given value- The possib.le formats are given after the tables. 

VALUE OF ADDRCONT AND MEANING IF KIND IS NOT &BYTES 

value format ---- B--e- 
0 1 
1 3 
i 1 
3 1 
4 1 
5 1 
6 1 
7 1 
a 2 
9 2 
A 2 
E 2 
C 2 
D 2 

effective address is -------7----------- 
(undefrned) 

;A (and the value is a constant) 
EA 
*BA 
**BA 
A 
*R 
**R 
BA+X 
*(BA+X) 
(*BA)+X 
*((*BA)+X) 
(*R)+X 
* l t*m +x1 

VALUE OF ADDRCONT AND BEANING IF KIND IS &BYTES 

value format effective address is ----- -_---- 
0 4 

---e---7----------- 
(undefined) 

1 1 BA (value is a constant) 
2 4 OR 5 BA 
3 4 OR 5 *BA 
4 4 OR 5 **BA 
5 4 ox 5 R 
6 u OR 5 *I? 
7 4 OR 5 **II 

Format 4 is used if the number of bytes minus 1 is contained in 
component BYSELENG ; otherwise format 5 is used, 
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Fossible formats of a DESCRIPTOrt 

r-7 
Ill 
L-2 

ir; L--J 

i3; L-J 

;4; 
L--J 

;5; 
L-J 

r 
---------------------~-----~-- 

IKINC IADDRCONT ]CONi'itOiS [HEG ; 
1 ----------------------------- I 
]ADDR 
,- ---- -- ----- ------ ------------ 1 
1 THEIRS I 
L- ---------- --------- ---- ------J 

r--------------------- --------- 

IKINC IADDRCONT ICON'l'dOLS] REG ; 
type GSUBSCR 
r>r---- ---, 

,-----------------------------I ] ISUBDCR -I---> 
I ps -_-- ------J ,--------I I 
I ------------------------------ JADDR I 
ITHEIRS L----------J 
~--------------~~~~~----------, describes subscript 

r------------------------------, type GCONST 
IKIND IADDRCONT ICONTaOLSl KEG 1 r > r--------3 
,-----------------------------I J IADDRVAL 1 
I PC ----,---4 ]------, 
I __--_-~_---------_~~~~~ ------- IADDR 1 
JTHEIRS I L------------J 
L----------w----v--- ---- ------m-J 

r ___-_ -___- ---- ---__--- -----s-----e, 

IKINC IACDBCONT jCONT&OLS IBYTELENG 1 

J------ ----------------------------- IADDR 1 
I ___-____-_------------------------- 
4 'IHEIRS 1 
L----------------------------------J 

r-- ----------- ----- ---- -- ---v-v type ESUBSCR 
]KXND IADDRCONT 1CONTtiOL.S 1 ; r>r--- ----, 
_--------------___------------ 

1PS 
1 1 ISUBDCR -I---> 

---- -e----J -------- 1 
I ___--~-~----~---_-_--~~~~~~~~ I ~ADDR I 
ITHEIRS I L- - -- - ---J 
L---------------------m-------- J describes number of bytes 
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14.3.2 ~~~~~I~-DESCBIPTOQ 

The DESCRIPTOR is a structured type, and a new quantity of that 
type can be generated and initialized in the usual manner. However 
it is easier and safer to initialize only component KIND and use the 
CGS operations to manipulate the rest. To aid in this, the system 
sets all components to 0 before initializing a new DESCRIPTOR, since 
zero is the natural initial state for its components. For example, 
if T is a table of DESCRIPTORS, then 

T(2) = DESCRI?TOR(KIND=&LABEL) 

puts in the second element a DESCRIPTOR of a label with an undefined 
address. If P is a POINTER varianie, then 

P = GD(KLND = t;HWI) 

allocates space for a neu DESCRIPTO& or kind EHWI, sets all other 
components to zero, and puts tne address ot the DESCRIPTOR in P. 

DESCRIPTORS may also be generated using the <specfunc> GALLOCF 
(cf Section 14.2.4.2). 

14.3.3 defining the basic address (BA) 

Once component KIND is defined, there are several ways of 
tilling in the basic address. Belon, we assume that D is a 
CESCRIFTOR. 

1. If the DESCRIPTOR defines a lane1 or procedure, use it in 
code brackets (cf Sections 14.6.4 and 14.6.7). Example: 
CODE(D:) . 

2, If the runtime variable is to be in a DATAAREA, use the 
<specproc> GALLOCP or the <specfunc> GALLOCF. Example: 
EALLOCP(D). 

3, If the runtime varianle is external to the program being 
compiled, use the GEXTilhN <siJecproc> (cf Section 14.3.6). 
Example: EEXTERN(D). 

4. If the address to be used is already known, use the 
<specproc> CASSIGNAD let Section 14.3.4.3). Example: 
&ASSIGNAD(D,EDDitESS(l,0)) (address of CODEAREA 1). 

Besides the basic address, tne DESCRIPTOR can indicate indirect 
addressing and subscriptinG. The final address is called the 
effective address lE&ll This section describes uays of indicating _____---------- - 
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efrective addresses. 

It is important to realize that the operations described here 
may generate code, For example, if an operation asks for 
subscripting for a DESCRIPTOR or a &BYTES variable, code must be 
generated to calculate the effective address because DESCRIPTORS of 
&BYTES variables do not allow subscripting. In general, CGS tries to 
LostEone code generation as much as possible, since this usually 
produces better code, 

Section 14.3.1. S indicates, ror each type of runtime variable, 
what kind of addressing the 3EsCRlPTOP can describe. 

14,3-U-l sRec~?fyiig subscrretinqr Syntax: 

<DESCR exp> ::= <3ESCX exyl> ( <DESCR expz> ) 
1 <DESCR expl> ( <expression> ) 

Semantics: A new DESCRIPTOR is generated. All of its components 
except those which help define tne etfective address are identical 
to those of <DESCR expl>- Ir EA is tne effective address of <DESCR 
expl>, then the effective address or the new DESCRIPTOR is found as 
follows: 

Case 1: <DESCR expe> is present. The effective address is 

EA + (runtime value described by <DESCR expe>) 

Case 2: <expr> is present, <exilr> is evaluated and assigned to 
an internal FWI variable I (say). I'hen the effective address is 

EA + I. 

This may cause code to be jenerated. This,depends on whether or not 
the new effective address can be described in a DESCRIPTOR, If 
<DESCR expl> is a CGS DESCRIPTOR, it will be released if possible 
(cf Section lU.E)- 
Examples- Dl(D2) - D1(1) - Dl(2) (o*I) is equivalent to D1(2+6*1). 

14-3-4.2 s_2ecjffinq indirect addressu, The following 
<specfunc> is used to speciry-indirect-a~~~~ing, 

r __________ ---_- -_------------------- - a----- ~ 
] EINDIH ( <DESCti exP> ,. , <expression> ] ) 1 
L _----- -__-__--_-_--- ----------------------- J 

The value of this function designator is a structured value of type 
DESCRIPTOR, All components, except those which have to do with 
addressing, are the same as those of <DESCR exp>. If EA is the 
effective address of <descr exp>, the effective address of the new 
DESCRIETOR is 

CONEENT (EA) . 
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If <expression> is present, it LS assiyned to component KIND of the 
new CESCRIFTOR. 

This may cause code to ne yenerated. This depends on whether or 
not the new effective address can ne described in a DESCRIPTOR. 

*ossii:e ~~K&t~~~>14~~)." 
CGj DESCRIPTOR, it will be released if 

Examples, GINCIR(D)- 
GINDIR(D) (5) (indirect addressin, roliowed by subscripting). 
GINDIR(D(5)) (subscripting followed by indirect addressing), 

14.3.4.3 ~.r;q an exisisiql addre_ssl The <specproc> 

r-------- --_______- --- ----- ------------ ----- 1 
1 CASSItiNAD ( <destination> , <DESCR exp> ) 1 
~-----------------------~~~~~----~------~~--, 

puts the effective address or the DESChIPTOR <DESCR exp> into the 
DESCRIFTOR <destination>, Onli tne address-describing components of 
<destination> are changed. Exaai;les: &ASSIGNAD(Dl,D2) . 
&ASSIGNAD(D?, EINDIR(D2)(1)) . 

14-3-4-4 f"rcinq-code_to_qe_,_______, Tenerated The funct 
in Sections 74,3.4-l - 14-3-4.3 may cause code to be 
following <specfunc> indicates that code must be --- 
possible ) to calculate the errective address, 

ions described 
generated. The 
generated (if 

r----------------^--------, 
] EEACALC ( <DESCd exp> ) 1 
L--m--- ---v-----------------J 

The resulting value is a DESCRIPTOR which has all the 
characteristics of <DESCR exp; except 'that the EA specifies no 
subscripting and at most one le-dttl of indirect addressing (the 
address is in a register or in memory)- 

14.3,4,5 gglg3 an effective address as a value _____-__-_--I--------------~-I Execution of 
the <specfunc> . 

r-------------------------, 

1 EEAVAL ( <DESCR expr> ) 1 
L-m---- ---- ------ ---- ------w-J 

yields a DESCRIPTOR with KIND &POINTER. The value it describes is 
the effective address of the <DcSCit exp>. This may cause code to be 
generated. 
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The <specfunc> 

c--- ------------ - ---- -- 

1 &ADD ( <i)EsCK exp> ) 1 
L------------------------J 

yields an CDDRESS value which is tne address contained in the 
CESCRIFTOR <DESCR exp>. 

14.3-S the length of &BYTES variables 

The <specfunc> &LENGTH is used to indicate the number of bytes 
(minus 1) in a &BYTES runtime variable. Its syntax is 

r---- ----------- - ------------ - --^---------- 
7 

1 &LENGTH ( <DESCR expl>, <DESCR expa> ) 
1 ____------------_---_^__________________-- t 
] &LENGTH ( <Dl%Cil expr>, <expression> ) 1 
L--------------------------------------------1 

It produces a DESCRIPTOR with KIND = &BYTES, The number of 
minus 1 

bytes 
is given by the runtime variable described by <DESCR expm> 

or by the current value of <expression>- All other components are 
the saue as those of <DESCR expr>. 

Examples: GLENGTH(D1,5) - 
21ength( Gindir(dl), d2) - 

14-3-6 runtime entry points and external references 

When an OS 360 object module is being generated, one can 
specify entry saints - --- - ---_ bytes witnin this object module uhich may be 
referenced by other object moduies - and external references - --------_-m---s- 
references to names which are not in this object module but which 
will te resolved by the OS linkare editor just before runtime. 

14,3.6,1 The GENT~Y-(J~~L~J~~ is used to indicate an 
point.. 

entry 
Its syntax is: 

F-------------‘---------------------’-------------- 

J &ENTRY ( <DESCR destination> , <STRING expr> ) ; 
L-----w--- -------- ------- - ----------------- -----e-J 

It is executed as follows: rile DESCRIPTOR destination must have an 
effective address of the form (AREA number, offset). The STRING 
expression is evaluated and assi%jned to an internal variable S (say) 
of type STRINti((8). The value or 5 then becomes the name of the entry 
Faint, 

Example: ENTRY (Dl,‘SIN’) . 
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14.3.6.2 The CEXTERN <s&eckroc> is used to indicate an external 
reference. 

The-syntax-ET--- -- ---- 

r----- __---------------------------- ----- -- ------ 
1 GEXTERN ( <DESCR destination> , <STRING expr> ) ; 
~-~~~-~~-------i-----~~~-~~-~~-~-~-~-~--~----~---~~--f 

It is executed as follows: The address in the DESCRIPTOR destination 
must be undefined. Space is allocated for a POINTER variable in the 
current DATAAREA, if STATIC, or I)ATAAREA 2 if DYNARIC. At runtime 
this POINTER will contain the address of the external reference, the 
address of this POINTER becomes the BA of the DESCRIPTOR and 
indirect addressing is also indicated. The STRING expression is 
evaluated and assigned to a variable S (say) with type STRING(8). 
The value of S is then the name of the external address. 

14.3.7 yenerating DESCdIPTOR.5 for constants 

CGS keeps a table of DESCRLPTURS for constants. All constants 
are stored in DATAAREA 2 - and on11 iL they are actually needed at 
runtime. The following <specrunc>s all yield a value which is a 
FOINTER to a DESCRIPTOR for a constant: 

r----------------------------------------------, 
1 &CON ( [<eXpr”>,j <exprr> ) I 
l------ ___-_-___--~----~-~~~~~-~--~~---~-~~-~~~ 
1 &CON ( i<exprn>,] <exprr>,<expr*>,<exprm> ) 1 
I ___------------------------------------ -----_ 
1 &CON ( <EDDRESS axp> ) 1 L----------------------------------------------, 

The default option for <exdro> in the first two cases is EUNDEF. In 
these two cases, <epxru> is evaluated and assigned to an internal 
BYTE variable 1 (say). The value of I .then becomes the KIND of the 
DESCRIFTOR being created. The constant itself is then evaluated. In 
the first case it is <exprl>; in tne second case, <exprl> is the 
integer Fart, <exprz> the fraction, and texprJ> the exponent. (all 
three must be integer-valued and the signs of <exprl> and <expr*> 
must be the same). The constant is then converted to the KIND of the 
new DESCRIPTOR and inserted in it (if KIND = GUNDEF, the KIND is 
changed to the KIND of the constant.) 

In the third case, a PGTNTEn to a DESCRIPTOR of a &POINTER constant 
is generated: the value of the constant is the value of the <EDDRESS 
exF>. 

Examples: to create a DESCRIPTOR of tne constant 1.23x10-6 use 

&CON(1.23*.000001) or bCON(1,23,-6). 

To create a doubleword constant ror it, use 
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ECON(CDiriP,1,23,-6). 

To create a constant whose value is the address of the next free 
byte in the current CODEAREA, use 

ECOR(GDDRESS(ECODEN0, GCODELOC) ) . 

14.4. Runtime registers and their descriptions ---------- ------_-_-----------~-~ _____ 

CGS maintains descriptions of the contents of the runtime registers 
as code is beiny generated. The description of a register consists 
mainly of a pointer to the DESCtlIPTOB of the value in the register 
and same status bits which indicate how the register is being used. 

For example, if the statement P = CODE(D+S) is executed, code 
is generated to add 5 to the value described by the DESCRIPTOR D, a 
new DESCRIPTOR Dl (say) is Jenerated to describe the resulting 
value, and the address of Dl is stored in P. suppose the resulting 
runtime value is in in general reyister 5. Then the description for 
register 5 uill be changed to point to Dl. 

The compiler writer can leave most of the register handling to 
CGS, or he can make full use of the facilities described in this 
section to do his own register allocation. 

14-U-l register numbers and names. 

Syntax: 
<register no> : 
<register name> 

:= <BYTE expression> 
--= &GREG 1 GPREG 1 EREG( <expression> ) m . 

Semantics: The registers are numbered as follows: 

l- general register 1 
2- general register 2 
:-::::::::: 
: - ::::::::: 
P- general register 15 
lo- general register 0 
ll- floating register 0 
12- floatin register 2 
13- floating register 4 
14- tloating reyister 6 

In certain contexts, the system names &GREG and EFREC denote a 
general register and a floatiny reyister, respectively. The precise 
register to use is picked bi CGS. Also, the construct &REG(I), where 
1 is a BYTE expression, is used to denote register I in certain 
contexts. 

14-4.2 general runtime reyister usage 
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CGS uses the USUdl OS 3bO ;uuroutine linkage conventions. A 
compiler writer need not toilow them, but it is better if 
conventions are followed. Yhen not actually linking, these linkage 
registers can ne used for otner purposes, The table below gives a 
brief explanation; a more complete description may be found in the 
-~~--2~stem.&O--- IBM oreret~ss--siste~--l-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ____ SErvisor and Data Mansement 
Services AForm C28-66461, pajes 9 - 16- ___----- ------------ 

In ad3ition, CGS requires two to three additional registers to 
be used as base registers at runtime. These contain the address of 
DATAAREA 2, the address of tile current DATAAREA (if not 2 and if 
re;ister 13 does not hold it) , and the address of the current 
subroutine (or main program)- 

register use _- ----- --- 
0 temporary or iinka,e: parameter. Not restored. 
1 temporary or linka,e: parameter or address of a 

parameter list. Not restored- 
2-7 temporary. Restored. 
8 temporary or used to provide addressability for 

instructions (see below)- Restored, 
9 address of a sun,tiro>ram being executed (usually) the 

address of a COD1AdEA). hestored. 
10 temporary. Irestorea. 
11 temporary, if current DATAAREA is 2 or its address is 

in register 13; otherwise address of current DATAAREA- 
Restored. 

12 address of DATAAdiTA 2. Restored, 
13 linkage: address or a SAVE AREA. This may also be the 

address of a DATAAaEA if the SAVE AREA is part of it. 
Restored. 

14 temporary or linka,je: return address. Restored, 
15 temporary or linka,e: entry point when calling a 

program- Not restored, 
Floating reyisters are not restored. 

Those registers marked teakorarj may be used for any purpose. Upon 
return from a subprogram,--- 

---- 
those registers marked restored (reg 2-14) ~---- 

contain the same values they contained just before the subprogram 
uas called. 

The problem of addressin more than 4096 bytes of instructions 
is solved as follows, hegister 9 always contains the base address of 
the subprogram being executed, Ii the code being executed does not 
lie uithin 4096 bytes of this address, register 8 contains the base 
address of the subprogram plus the multiple of 4096 bytes which 
jives the executed instructions addressability. Each branch is a 
single instruction- If the instruction being branched to is not 
addressable, then an indirect branch will occur. For example, the 
diagram below shows a branch to label C; 
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CODEAREA an always-addressable AREA 
----------- ----_-------- 

] B-------- ,---- 1 I 
I 1 1 I 
j 4096 BYTES ] ----->I iA 8,CODEAREA+4096 1 

I 1 1 B C ---, I --------I-- I 1 1 f 
1 I I ------------e-m I 

r-x: 1 
1 1 4096 BYTES ; 1 
I 

J 
f 1' 1 
I ----------I 

I I L--------------------------------------i 

It is best to use registers 0 and 1 on a short-term temporary basis, 
since these registers are used orten for parameters to subprograms. 

14-4-3 register descr&tions 

At any time during code .eneration there is a set of current 
register descriptions uhich describe the runtime state of the 
registers after the last instruction entered in the current CODEAREA 
has been executed. As nen instructions are generated, these register 
descriptions are changed to rerlect the change in the runtime 
math ine. There may be several sets of register descriptions at any 
time; when talking about re;ister descriptions in general, we mean 
the current register descriptions unless otherwise stated, 

A register description consists essentially of a pointer to a 
DESCRIPTOR of the value in the register and some "status" bits. 
These status bits are explained in the following table. 

status meaning ------ ----- 
0 The register is &EMPTY (nothing in it). -----_ 
1 The register is &USED -----3. This means that it was 

formerly GNEW (see DdOW) and the value in the 

3 

4 

register was ised at least once since being put in 
the register. A USED value may be discarded (not 
saved) ii a re,l.ster is needed. 
&SAVE the value in the register until further 
notice. If the register is needed for something 
else, the vaiue must be saved; if its DESCRIPTOR 
contains an address, this location will be used, 
otherwise CGS assigns it a temporary location. 
The value is &NEW ----' Once it is used to generate code 
it will be switched to &USED. When CGS generates a 
new value and its DESCRIPTOR, the register 
containing tne value is set to &NEW, 
The register is being used as a &FAST location for s-w-- 
a variable or just contains a value which is not to 
be disturbed until further notice. For example, 
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registers 12 and 13 are &FAST registers (cf Section 
14.4,2), 

14.4-U testing register status 

Five functions, each vith a single BYTE parameter which is a 
register number, test the status or the register specified: 

<specfunc> value is FALSE 
unless status is 

c------------------------------------ 
1 CISEMPTY ( <register no> ) &EMPTY ; 
I-----------------------------------, 
1 GISUSED ( <register no> ) &USED 1 
1------------------------------------I 
] EISSAVE ( <register no> ) &SAVE ] 
,------------------------------------I 
1 EllSNEd ( <register no> ) &NEW 
1 ----------------------------------- f 
1 GISFAST ( Kreyister no> ) &FAST 1 

~--------~~~~~~~-I--_---~-~~- ---- ---3 

14-4.5 generating code to dum;) registers 

When CGS needs a nev rejister to hold a runtime value, it looks 
at the current register descriptions and uses one vith the lovest 
status. (This is complicated somevhat by the fact that at times an 
even-odd register pair is needed, nut we won't go into that here). 
The following tahle indicates what happens to the value in the 
register chosen, 

register chosen disposition of the old 
has-stAtus value in the rgister -_---_--___--- --- 
0 (&EMPTY) 
1 (&USED) the old Value is lost 
2 (&SAVE) if the DESCtlIPTOR associated with the 

register value has an undefined address, 
assi.;n it an address;. Then if the value is 
not a constant, generate instructions to 
store tne value. 

3 (GUSED) same as for &SAVE. 
4 (&FAST) never dumped in this manner. A &FAST 

register can be used for a difrerent 
Fur;)ose only if its status is changed. 

Jhen a register is dumped, tne register description status is set to 
EENPIY. 

The cornFiler writer mai- ergLicitly ask that code be generated 
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to store a register- The <specproc> 

I- --_---_----___---_-_~------ 
1 CDUMPREG ( <register no>) ; 
L-------------------------------J 

does this for the register speciiied. The statement is executed as 
given in the above table. Note that &FAST registers may not be 
dumped, 

14-4.6 generating code to load and use registers 

The register names &F&G, &GREG and &REG(<expression>) may 
apfear on the lefthand side ot an assignment statement within code 
brackets, For example, 

CL)DE(GPEti = D ) 

is valid.. The purpose of this statement is to generate code to load 
a value into a register, 'The execution of this statement is 
explained in detail in Section 14.6.2. 

A register name EREG(<re,ister no>) may also appear in a 
runtime expression within code brackets, to indicate that the 
contents of that register is to be used, See Section 14.5. 

14-4-T altering register descriptions 

It is sometimes necessary to alter a register description 
withcut generating code. For example, after generating code for a 
function call, it may be necessary to tell CGS that the value of the 
functicn is in register 1, 

lU,4.7,1 chanqjqq-the status to CEMETY, The <specfunc> 

r------ -__- --- _______- ----, 
1 &EMPTY ( <reiister no>) ] 
~---~-------~~~~-~--~~---~-1 

changes the description of the register specified to GEMPTP. The 
DESCRIPTOR of the value in the register is changed to reflect the 
fact that it is no longer there and is then released if possible. 
The value of the function is a POINTER to the DESCRIPTOR of the 
value (0 if destroyed or there was none,) 

14,4,7,2 ch&nginq the status-&c-pth.er than &EMPTY. Execution of 
The <specproc>s 

r------------_- ---------7 
] &USED( <register no>) ) 
I ___---____--__--------- 1 
] ESAVE( <register no>) ] 
I ---------------------- 1 
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J GNE'd ( <register no>) 1 
----__-_-_------__I-__ J 

1 EFAST( <reQister no>) ] 
L-------------------------J 

change the status of the rediater to the desired status, The 
previous status must not have been LEIYPTY. 

14.4.7-3 indicating that a value is in a register. Execution of --------- ----_------------------- ___--_ 
the <s~ec~roc>s 

r-----------------------------------, 
1 &USED( <re,i.ster no>, <DESCR exp>)l 
,---------------------------------- ( 
1 ESAVE( <resister no>, <DESCR exp>)( 
I--- -------------------------------- I 
) GNEW ( <rejister no>, <DESCR exp>)I 
I ---- ----_-------------------------- I 
1 FFAST( <rejister no>, <DESCR exe>) 1 
L-----------------------------------J 

perforss the following, Tne statement EEEPTY(<register no>) is 
exectued, emPtyinJ register <register no>. The status of the 
register is then cnanged to the desired status (procedure name), 
with <DZSCii exp> being the DESCkIPTOit of the value in the register. 

Notice tnat absolutely no code is ,jcnerated by any of the 
procedures or functions dzscrineu in this Section 14-4.7. The only 
purpose is to change a register description, 

14-4-e saving and restoring re.ji.stttr descriptions 

It is often advantageous to save a set of register descripti 
for later use, For example, fewer instructions may be generated 
a conditional statement if one indicates that the contents of 
registers are the same at tne be5innrng .of the THEN statement 
the ELSE statement, The followin, <sPecproc>s are used to manipul 
the set of register descriptions. In all cases, the parameters P 
El are <destination>s of type PbXNTEB. 

ons 
for 
the 
and 
ate 
and 

1, &SAVEBEGS(P), Storage is allocated for a set of register 
descriptions, Tue current register descriptions are 
copied into the aliocated storage. The address of the 
allocated stora,e is put in P. 

21 EUSEREGS(P). The set of register descriptions pointed at by 
P are copied into the current register description 
area- 

3. &RESTREGS(P). Same as GUSEREGS, but in addition, the storage 
pointed at by P is released and P is set to zero. 

4, &JOINREGS(P). The set ot register descriptions pointed at by 
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P are joined with the current register descriptions - 
for each register, is both descriptions are the same, 
the description remains; if the two descriptions are 
ditferent tne current register description is set to 
&EMPTY. The storage pointed at by P is released and P 
is set to zero. 

5. &JOINREGS(P,Pl). Join the reyister descriptions pointed at 
bY p to those of Pl (as in 4.). Release the storage 
pointed at by P and set P to zero. Note: this does 
not change the current register descriptions. 

6. &EXCHREGS(P). The register descriptions pointed at by P 
become the current register descriptions, vhile P is 
changed to point to the previous current ones. 

When the current register descriptions are changed, CGS alvays 
checks to make sure that all register values are consistent with 
normal usage (cf Section 14.4.2). For example, register 8 and 9 are 
continually updated by CGS ii necessary. 

14.5. Code expI"ssions 

14.5.1 syntax 

<runprimary> 

<runfactor> 

trunexp> 

<constant> 1 <DESCR exp> 
<run variable> 
CREG ( <register no> ) 
( <runexp> ) 
<runprimary> 
<runprimary> ** trunfactor> 
<unar, oP> <runfactor> 
<runractor> 
<runexp> <mult op> <runexp> 
<runexp> <add op> <runexp> 
<runexp> <bit op> <runexp> 
<runexp> <relational op> <runexp> 
<runexp> AND <runexp> 
<runexp> OR <runexp> 

14.5.2 semantics 

14.5.2.1 runtime_- primaries;. A runtime primary yields a 
DESCRIPTOR of a runtime value. Tnere are several types of runtime 
primaries: 

ccolEiiz!it2: The DESCRIPTOR is a DESCRIPTOR for the constant. 
This does not necessarily mean that the constant occupies a 
place in storage at runtime. It will only appear in the object 
kroyrain if actually necessary. 

~EEGL"2L2> -- These have been discussed in Sections 14.3 and 
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14.3.4.1. 

5run--vaa@lel: A <run variaele> is a variable declared to be 
valid at runtime. If a 2rimari is both a <run variable> and a 
<DESCR exp>, its use as a <DESCR exp> takes precedence. 

GBEGl <register nOal The register specified contains the --7- value; -----7--- Its KIND 1s the KIND of the DESCRIPTOR associated with 
the register. If no DESCdIPTOB is associated with it currently, 
the KIND is assumed to be &FWL. 

14.5.2.2 the serators. ----.- _-_--- Tne operators available to operate on 
runtime values are exactly the same as those available to operate on 
compile time values. The precedence of the operators (cf Section 
8.2.2) and the conversion ot operands (cf Sectio.n 8.2.3) are also 
the same. The only difference is that evaluation of a <runexp> 
causes code to be generated for it. This code, when executed at 
runtime, will perform the desired evaluation. After the code is 
generated, a DESCRIPTOR is built to describe the runtime result. 

14.5.3.3 gs_iqg code brackets around expressions. 

Syntax: 
<CESCR exp> ::= CODE ( <runexp> ) 

Semantics: Execution or tnis expression causes code to be 
generated to evaluate the <runexp> (ir necessary). The result is the 
DESCRIPTOR for the runtime result of the <runexp>. 

14.6. Code statements ---s-------m- 

Execution of a code statement causes code to be generated for the 
runtime statements appearing between the code brackets "CODE (I' and 
(4 II_ 1 In the nonterminals detined below, the term 8*runstate*' stands 
101 "runtime statement". In Jeneral, a statement within code 
brackets has the same meanin, as a similar statement outside, except 
that it indicates a runtime statement. ----- 

Syntax: 
<code statement> I:= CODE ( L <<runstate> ;list> ] ) 

<runstate> ..= <o?en runstate> ] <closed runstate) I. 

<cpen runstate> ::= <runlabei. definition> <open runstate> 
1 <open cona runstate> 

<closed runstate> ::= L <runlanel definition> ] 
[ <closed runstate> ] 
] <compound runstate> 
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1 tassi,nment runstate> 
1 <closeci cond runstate> 
1 <iJrocedure run call> 
] <control runstate> 
1 (procedure control> 

14.6.1 compound runtime statements 

Syntax: 
<compound runstate> ::= BEGIN <<runstate> ;list> END 

Semantics: A compound runtime statement is used 
several runtime statements into a single unit, just as a 
statement is used (cf Section 9.1). 

to group 
compound 

14.6.2 assignment runtime statements 

Syntax: 
<assignment runstate> ::= <DESCR exp> = <runexp> 

1 <run varianle> = <runexp> 
1 Qejister name> = <runexp> 

Semantics: code is generated to evaluate the <runexp> and a 
DESCRIFTOB for the result is nuilt. Code is then generated to store 
the result, depending on vhich of the above forms are used: 

1. <DESCR exp> = <runexp>. Code is generated to convert the 
<runexp> to the KIND or the <DESCR exp> and to store the result 
in the location descrioed ny it (the address must be defined). 

2. <run variable> = <runexp>. Code is generated to convert and 
store the <runexp> in the <run variable>. 

3. <register name> ( GGREti or EFREG) = <runexp>. An empty 
register is found; if necessary one is dumped. Code is then 
generated to store the <runexp> in this register. Its status is 
changed to ENEW, Code mai be generated to convert the <runerp> 
to floating point [integer) if necessary, depending on which 
register name is used. 

4. <register name> ( &AEG(<re$ister no> ) = <runexp>. If the 
register status is GEMPTY, we proceed as in (3) above. If not, 
code is generated to convert the <runexp> to the KIND of the 
DESCRIPTOR associated vith the register and to store the value 
in it. The register status is not changed. 

14.6.3 conditional runtime statements 

Syntax: 
<open cond runstate> ::= IP <runexp> THEN <closed runstate) 

ELSE <open runstate> 
1 IF <runexp> THEN <runstate> 
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<closed cond runstate>::= IF <cunexp> THEN <closed runstate> 
ELSE <closed runstate> 

Semantics: Execution or a conditional runtime statement causes 
code to te generated for it- Execution of this code at runtime will 
perform the operations in trie usual manner (cf Section 8.2), 

Example: IF Dl <= D2 THEN Df = D2 ELSE GOIF Dl 

14.6.4 runtime label detinitions 

Syntax: 
<runlabel definition> ::= <DESCti exp> : 

1 <I)ESCH exp> (0): 
] <DESCn exp> (<POINTER destination>) : 

Semantics: The <DESCR exd> must yield a DESCRIPTOR with KIND = 
&LABEL and with a completely undefined address. It is given the 
address (&CODENU,GCODELOC) - tnat is, the address of the next free 
byte in the current CODEAREA. Ani already-yenerated references to 
this label will De fixed up - the address will be inserted in the 
branch instruction- (cf Section 14.6.5), The current register 
descriptions are changed as follous. 

I, If the form <DESCR exil> : is used, the current register 
descriptions are changed as follows- 

&USED registers are set to SEMETY, 

&SAVE and &FAST registers remain unchanged, It is up to 
the compiler writer to make sure that these registers are 
correctly loaded at al1 DrdnChes to this label. CGS takes care 
of registers 9 and 8, 

If a register is GNEd an error message is printed. This is 
because the value has not neen used and it is probably a 
mistake- Translation continues. 

2, If the form <DESCB expi ( <PVIWTEB destination>) : is used, 
the POINTER must point at a set oi register descriptions. These 
become the current register descriptions and the <destination> 
is set to 0. The previously current register descriptions are 
released.. 

3, If the form <DESCR exp> (0): is used, the register 
descriptions remain unchanged. It is the compiler writer's 
responsibility to make sure tnat the descriptions are correct, 

14,6-S runtime control statements 

Syntax: 
<contro.l runstate> ::= <joto og> <DESCR exp> 

] GGIF <runexp> TO <DESCB exp> 
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1 GOIFNOT <runexp> TO <DESCR exp> 

Semantics: Execution or‘ a runtime control statement causes an 
unconditional or conditional nrancn to be generated. The <DESCR exp> 
indicates where to branch to, If it has KIND &LABEL, its address 
need not yet be defined - CGS will automatically fix up the address 
when it becomes defined (cf Section lU.6.6). The <DESCR exp> may 
have KIND &POINTER, in whicn case its value is the address to branch 
to, In any case the address neing branched to must lie in the 
CGCEAREA where the branch occurs. 

With the conditional branches GOIF and GOIPNOT, at runtime the 
branch will occur if the vaLue or the <runexp> is not zero (TRUE) or 
zero (FALSE), respectively. 

See Section 14-Y-2 tor a discussion of the instructions 
actually generated. CGS recognizes and produces better code in case 
the <runexp> has the form <runrelation> (cf Section 14-S), 

14-6-6 runtime procedure calls 

Syntax: 
<procedure run call>::= <DESCii exp> 

Semantics: The <DESCX ex,j> must yield a DESCRIPTOR with KIND 
EPHOC. Execution proceeds as follows: 

1, Code is generated to dump registers I4 and 15 if necessary. 

2, Code is yenerated to load register 15 with the address defined by 
the <DESCH exp> (see below), it necessary. A DESCRIPTOR for it is 
built and associated witn register 15 and the register status is 
changed to &USED- 

3, A BALE l4,15 or a BAL 14,i(l5) instruction is generated (see 
below), 

If the address in the <DESCB exp> is not yet defined, the BALR 
instruction will be generated, When it becomes defined, the 
effective address can only be the basic address itself (no indirect 
addressing or subscripting). 

If the address is alreatij defined, and has the form A*X, (*A)+X 
or (**A)+X {cf Section 14.3.1) where X is a constant, the address A 
(*A or **A) will be loaded into register 15 and the instruction 

BAL 14,value or X(15) 

will be generated. Otherwise code is BALR 14,15 is generated. 

14.6-7 runtime procedure entries and exits 
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Syntax: 
<procedure control> ::= <procedure entry> 

1 <,irocedure exit> 

<procedure entry> ::= <DESCtl exp> : 
<procedure exit> ::= HETUfiN 

Semantics: A <procedure entry> defines the address of a 
procedure entry point. The <DESCR exp> KIND must be &PROC, ECODELOC 
is increased until it is a multiple ot 8 (on a doubleword boundary). 
Then the address (ECODENO, ECODELOC) is assigned to the DESCRIPTOR. 
In addition, the register descriptions are set as follows: 

registers 0- 11 &EMPTY 
register 12 &FAST - contains address of DATAAREA 2 
register 14 &EMPTY 
register 15 &FAST contains address of the entry point. 

Before executing a <procedure entry>, the compiler writer must do 
the following. 

1, If this is not a multiple entry point in a procedure, switch 
to a CODEAREA which at this point is not being used. 

2, If this is a multiple entry point in a procedure, generate 
the correct branch around this entry point. 

After executing a <procedure entry>, the compiler writer must do the 
following. 

1, Generate instructions to store the registers in the 0ia 
SAVEAREA and to get a new SAVEAREA, 

2. Generate instructions to move register 15 to register 9, 

3. Change the register descriptions to reflect the proper 
register contents (especially registers 0,1,9,13, and 15,) 

4, Generate instructions to take care of the procedure 
parameters- 

5, Indicate the new current DATAAREA, if applicable. 

Execution of a <procedure exit> causes the following code to be 
generated (conventional OS subprogram return). 

L 13,4(13) restore save area address 
L 14,12(13) return address in register 14 
Lti 2,12,28(13) reload registers 2-12 
BR 14 return 

If this is the last instruction to be generated in this 
procedure the compiler writer snould svitch to another CODEAREA and 
perhaps DATAAREA. This CODEAREA can now be used for another 
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Frocedure. 

14-7. WmEorary-Zuntiine stxorge 

At times CGS must temporarily store values (for exaaple, if a 
register must be dumped), When this occurs, CCS allocates storage in 
the current DATAAREA, with the aid of the GALLOCP statement (Cf 
Section 14.2,4), This storage remains in existence for this purpose 
as long as the DESCRIPTOR of the value does. Elhen the DESCRIPTOR is 
released, CGS vi11 use the storage assigned to it for other 
temporary values. 

14.8, jhh$-CGS r~~eases~~SCRIP!rO~~ 

CGS is continually jeneratiny DESCRIPTORS, If these are 
allocated new space, bit &OURS is set to 1, as soon as such a 
DESCRIPTOR is used in the code yeneration process, it can be 
released, Should the compiler writer wish to save it, he should set 
bit GNOSAY to 1. It is then his responsibility to release it. 

A more detailed explanation will appear in a later version. 

14-g. SPecifyAny multiple coreloads --- --m--m----- 

This Section will be completed at a later date, 
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This appendix gives the types ok germissable operands for the binary 
and unary operators, In the tanles below, Bl, B2, 83, B4 and BS 
stand for BYTE, BYTE2, BYTE3, BYTE4 and BYTES(I) (for some I), 
respectively. P stands for POXNTER. 

Each row represents a left-nand operand, each column a right- 
hand operand of the operator. Tne corresponding table element is 
either blank - which means that that particular left-right pair is 
not valid - or is some tipe. In the latter case, before the 
operation is performed the two operands are converted to this type 
(as explained in Section d.L.3) I In addition, the result of the 
operation has that type. 

t 

Bl 
B2 
B3 
B4 
BS 
BY1 
FYI 
PWF 
DWP 
DEC 
P 

El B2 B3 84 BS HWI FWI FWF DWF DEC P 
~~~--~-~-~~-------------~ ---m---w--- 
HWI FWI FWI FWI FriI HWI PWI FWF DWF DEC P 
FWI FWI PWI FWI FYI PWI FWI FWE DWF DEC P 
FYI FWI FUI FWI FWI Pkl FWI FWF DWF DEC P 
FWI FWI FWI FYI FulI FWI FWI FYF DWF DEC P 
FYI FWI FWI FBI FWI FWI FWI FWF DWF DEC P 
HWI FWI FWI FWi FWI HWI FWX FWF DWF DEC P 
FWI FYI FYI FWI Fkl FWI FWI PWF DWF DEC P 
FWF FWF FWF FWP PWF FWF FWI FWF DUF DEC 
DWF DWF DWF DWP DWF DWF DWF FWF DWF DEC 
DEC DEC DEC DEC DEC DEC DEC DEC DEC DEC 
F P P P I? P P 

UNARY + El B2 B3 B4 iis HWI FWI FWF DWF DEC P 
I~~--~-------~~~~-~--------------~~~~-~ 
1El 82 B3 B4 BS HWI FWX FWF DWF DEC P 

Bl B2 83 B4 BS HWI FWI FWF DWP DEC P 
I -------------------Lag----- 

Bl jBW1 FWI FWI FWI FWI Hull: FWI FWF 
82 IFWI FYI FWI FWI FWI FrlI FYI FWF 
B3 lFW1 FWI FWI FWI FviI FAI PWI FWF 
84 JFWI FWI FWI FWI Fw'I FIJI FWI FWP 
BS IFWI FWI FWI FWI FWI FWL FWI FWF 
HWI IHWI FWI FWX FWI FWl HrlI FkI FWF 
FWI JFWI FWI FWI FWX FWI PwlI FWI FWF 
FWF [FWF FWP FWF FWF FWF FWP PWI FWF 
DWF JDWF DWF DWF DWF DWF DWF DWF FWF 
CEC lCEC DEC DEC DEC DLC DEC DEC DEC 
P 1E F P P P P 

.--- 
DWF 
DWF 
DWF 
CWF 
DWF 
DWF 
CUP 
DWF 
DWF 
DEC 

-- 
DEC 
DEC 
DEC 
DEC 
DEC 
DEC 
DEC 
DEC 
DEC 
DEC 

UNARY - 81 92 93 B4 BS HWl FWI FPF DWF DEC P 
I ___-_----------------------m----e- 

)HWI FYI FWI FWI FiI HWI FWI FWF DWP DEC 
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* Bl 82 B3 B4 Bs Hk'i FuiI PUP DWF DEC P 
I------~~~--------~___________,-~-~-~~ 

Bl ]HWI FgJ. FWI FUl FwI HdI FYI FiJE CWF DEC 
B2 (FSr'I FUI Fir1 PCrI FlJl Fbil: Ylv‘I FVF CGlP DEC. 
B3 IF31 F'w‘.X F'dI FWI FUJI. Fdl FUI FWB DWF DEC 
E4 [FWI FWI FWI PWI FYI FviI PC1 FWF DWF DEC 
ES jFUI F*I FWI FYI PHiI FYI FYI FYF DWF DEC 
HWI laWI FH‘I FWI FWI FvsI tii1 FWI FWF DWF DEC 
FWI jF!dI FWI F231 Fw‘i FLll FrJ1 PWI FUF CUP DEC 
FtiF IFUP FJF FWF F$F FWF FdP PlvI FWF DWF DEC 
DWF IDiF DiF DYF DUF DWP DriF DWF FWF DWF D-EC 
CEC ICEC DEC DZC DEC DEC DEC DEC DEC CEC DEC 
F I 

/ HI E2 133 B4 us HrlI FM1 FUF DWF DEC F 
I----,---------,-----~~~~----~-~~~~~~~~ 

Bl IFWF FWF FWF FWF FWF FtiF FwF FWF DWF DEC 
B2 jE'dF FWF FUF FWF FLlF F'rlF FviF FWF DilF DEC 
B3 ] FWF FWF FWF FWF PWf FUF PGlF FWE DWF DEC 
RU (Fh'P FWF FWF FWF PLr'F FI(F PdP FWF DGiP DEC 
ES (EWP FYF FWF Fk'F FdF FriF FWF FWF DWF DEC 
HWI IFgF FWF FWF FWF FkiF FvlF F‘rlF FWF CUP DEC 
FWI /FdF FiiF FRF FUF FWF FrJF FCF FWF DWF DEC 
FWF IFUF FWF FiiF FWF FWP FWF PVF FWF DWF DEC 
DWF ICWF DWF DWF DWF DriF i~rlF DWF DWF DWF DEC 
CEC IDEC DEC DEC DEC DdC D&C I)EC DEC DEC DEC 
E I 

hits ol;erators BITAND, BITOd, dITEXOH, 
El E2 133 .B4 BS HWI FWI FWF DWF DEC P 

Bl 
lei-------------------------4------------ 

82 B3 B4 BS BL tJ4 ES BS 
B2 JE2 82 I33 BY BS B1 B4 B4 ES BS 
B3 IB3 E3 B3 B4 BS B3 84 B4 ES RS 
BY jE4 B4 84 B4 84 b3 84 .B4 BS BS 
BS IBS ES BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS 
HWI jB2 B2 B3 84 BS BZ B4 B4 ES BS 
FWI JB4 B4 B4 84 BS ti4 B4 B4 ES BS 
FidFJ EY B4 B4 B4 BS B4 84 B4 ES ES 
DWF lBS ES BS BS bS t)S BS BS ES BS 
DEC IB.5 BS BS BS dS BS BS BS ES BS 
p I 
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Exponentiation A**B. If A is HJI, FWI, or a bits type, And B is a 
positive integer constant, the result is FWI. Othervise the result 
is DWF, A and B can have ani type except POINTER and STRING. 

REM and // are explained in section 8..2-4. 

CAT B2 STRING 
I------------ 

B2 ISTRING STRING I 
STRING JSTRING STRING 

With the CAT operator, a BYTE2 operand is assumed to be an atom, and 
the string of characters it represents is used, I 
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1 
GO 
ATOH 
BEGINPASS 
CALLFASS 
CH.AEMODE 
COMPLETE 
DESCRIFTOR 
FALSE 
LO 
v . 

L”; 
L3 
L4 
80 
RI 
H2 
NOBMODE 
SCAN 
SCANSYM 
TRUE 
GADD 
EALLOCF 
EALLOCP 
GASSIGNAD 
&BXNS 
EEL 
&BYTE 
&BYTE2 
CBYTE3 
&BYTE4 
&BYTES 
ECLINE 
ECODELOC 
GCODENC 
&CON 
ECONS'i 
ECREATECODEAREA 
ECREATEDATAAREA 
ED 
EDDBESS 
GCATALOC 
CDATANC 
GDYNADD 
EDEC 
EDECT 
EDUMEREG 
GDWP 
EEACALC 
GEAVAL 
&EMPTY 
GENTBY 
GEXCHBEGS 
CEXTERN 
&PAST 

10.4 
9.6 
9.6 
9.8 
9.6 
14.3.1.2 
5.3 
7.1 
7. I 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7. I 
7.1 
7. I 
9.8 
9.8 
12.1 
5.3 
14.3.4.5 
14.2.4.2 
14.2.4.1 
14.3.4.3 
9.9.3 
14.3.1.2 
14.3.1.1 
14.3.1.2 
14.3.1.2 
14.3.1.2 
14.3.1.2 
12.6 
14.1.3 
14.1.3 
14.3.7 
74.3.1.3 
14.1.4 
14.2.3 
14.3 
14.3. 1.1 
14.2.2 
14.2.2 
14.2.6.1 
14.3.1.2 
9.9.3 
14.4.5 
14.3.1.2 
14.3.4.4 
14.3.4.5 
14.4.7.1 
14.3.6.1 
14.4.8 
14.3.6.2 
14.4.7.2 

EFLPT 9.9.3 
GFREG 14.4.1 
GPWF 14.3.1.2 
&FYI 14.3.1.2 
&GREG 14.4.1 
I;HEXT 9.9.3 
I;tiWI 14.3. I.2 
&IN 9.9.1 
GINDIR 14.3.4.2 
t;INIT 14.2.4.3 
GXNLINE 12. 6 
GINTDIC 10.4 
GISEHPTY 14.4.4 
GISFAST 14.4.4 
GISNEW 14.4.4 
EISSAVE 14. 4.4 
LISUSED 14.4.4 
PJOINREGS 14.4.8 
&LABEL 14.3.1.2 
&LENGTH 14.3.5 
GLZ 14.3.1.2 
CNEG 14.3.1.2 
ENEW 14. 4. 7.2 
t;NLINE 12.6 
ENOSAV 14.3.1.2 
t;OCTT 9.9.3 
&G&D 14.3.1.2 
couns 14.3.1.2 
&OUT 9.9.2 
GOUTDESCR 9.9.2 
&POINTER 14.3.1.2 
GPPOC 14.3.1.2 
GREG 14.4.1 
GBELDYNADD 14.2.6.2 
&RELEASE 9.10 
BBESTflEGS 14.4.8 
BSAVEREGS 14.4.8 
&SAVE 14.4.7.2 
ESCLINE 12.6 
t;SUBSCR 14.3.1.4 
GTBIN 9.9.3 
CTDEC 9.9.3 
&TEXT 9.9.3 
GTHEX 9.9.3 
CTOCT 9.9.3 
&TYPE 10.4 
CUNDEF 14.3.1.2 
GUSECODEBREA 14.1.4 
GUSED 14.4.7.2 
GUSEDATAABEA 14.2.3 
GUSEREGS 14.4.8 

A4 

The folfouing identifiers 
are used to name components of 
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system structured types. 

ADDR 14.3.1.2 
ADDR 14.3.1.3 
ADDR 14.3.1.4 
ADDRCONT 14.3.1.2 
ADDRVAL 14.3.1-3 
AEEA 14.3.1.1 
BYTELENG 14.3.1.2 
CCNTBOLS 14.3.1.2 
KIND 14.3.1.2 
CPFSET 14.3.1.1 
PC 14.3.1.2 
FS 14.3.1.2 
REG 14.3.1.2 
SUBDCR 14.3. 1.4 
THEIRS 14.3.1.2 
VALUE 14.3.1.3 
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APPENDIX C. PROGRAM EXAMPLES 

Exami;le I. This example illustrates basic declarations, assignment 
statements and iterative statements. It computes and prints 
factorial N,for N=l,..-,lO, 

BEGIN FWI I,?(; /* I and N are Pullword Integers */ 
I = 1; 
FOR N = 1 UNTIL 10 DO 

BEGIN I = I*N; 
COUT( 'FACTORIAL', N, I) 

END; 
END; 
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Example 2- This example is a direct tra.nsIation from ALGOL into GIL 
ot Knuth's algorithm for cakulatinJ tne day and month of Easter, 

* given the year (cf Comm. ACM 5 (April 62), 209), 

EROCECIJHE EASTER( HWI YEAR, /*input */ 
MONTH, /*output */ 
DAY); /*output */ 

BEGIN HWI GOLDENNUMBER, CENTURY, CM3GORIANCORRECTION, 
CLAVIAN CORRECTION, EXTKADAYS, EPACT; 

GCLDENNUMBEB = YEAR REM 19 + 1; 
IF YEAR > 1582 
THEN BEGIN CENTURY = YEAH // 100 + 1; 

GREGORIANCORRECTION = (3 * CENTURY) // 4 - 12; 
CLAVIANCORRECTION = (CENTURY-l6- (CENTURY-18)//25) // 3; 
EXTRADAYS = (S*YEAK) // 4 - GREGORIANCORRECTION - 10; 
EPACT = (ll*GOLDENNUMHEP + 20 + CLAVIANCORRECTION 

- GHEGOSIAN COPBECTION) REM 30; 
IF EPACT <= 0 THEN EPACT = EPACT + 30; 
IF (EPACT = 25 AND GOLDZNNUMBER > 11) OR EPACT = 24 
THEN EPACT = EPACT + 1; 

END 
ELSE BEGIN EXTRADAYS = (5*YEAH) / 4; 

EPACT = (ll*GOLDENNUfiHER - 4) REM 30 + 1; 
END; 

CAY = 4 - EPACT; 
IF DAY < 21 THEN DAY = DAY + 30; 
DAY = DAY + 7 - (EXTRADAYS+DAY) HEM 7; 
IF DAY > 31 THEN BEGIN MONTH = 4; DAY = DAY - 31 END 

END; 
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Example 3, This example iliustrates one use of tables, BYTES 
variables and SUBBYTE designators. In JACM January 1962, Stephan 
Parshall gave the following algorithm for computing M* = M*M*...*M 
ii M is a n by n Boolean matrix: 

1, Set i = 1, 

2- For all j such that M(j,i) = 1 
set M(j,k) = M(j,k) OR M(i,k) for all k. 

3, Xncrement i by 1. 

4, If i <= n, go to step 2; otherwise stop. 

Ye give to nays of implementing this in GIL, 

FROCEDURE MSTAR( BYTES TABLE M; FY.I N); 
/* M is a table of records, eacn of type BYTES(N) (a 

sequence of N 8-bit bytes). N is between 1 and 256. 
For 1,J = 1 ,.e.,N, SUHBYTE(M(J),I-1,l) 
is the matrix element M(J,I) and will take on 
only the values 0 or 1. */ 

BEGIN 
FYI 1,J; /*I,J are FullYord Integers.*/ 
FOR I = 0 UNTIL N-l DO /*loop on I */ 

FOR J = 1 UNTIL N DO /*loop on J +/ 
IF SUBBYTE(fi(J),I,l) = l 
THEN H(J) = H(J) BITOR B(I+l); 

END 

FROCEDURE HSTARl( BYTES TABLE M; FWI N); 
/* this is as in the above case. However this time each of the 

8 bits in a byte of a record.H(I) represents a matrix 
element, Thus the ma-trix represented can be 256*8 by 256*8. 
Eor 1,J = l,..,,N, if K = (J-l) REM 8 + 1 
then bit K of the byte SUBBYTE(tl(I), (J-1) // 8,l) 
represents the matrix element M(I,J), */ 

BEGIN 
FWI I,J,K,L; 
BYTES(a) BASK; /* MASK is a sequence of 8 bytes */ 

MASK = X'8040201008040201'; /* which is used to isolate a 
single bit of an 8-bit byte. Thus 
SUBHYTE(MASK,K,l) BITAND B 
yields the value (0 or not zero) 
of the K+lth bit of the BYTE 
variable B for K=O,..-,7. */ 

FOR I = 1 UNTIL N DO 
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BEGIN K = (I-l) REM 8; 
L = [I-l) // 8; 
FOa J = 1 UNTIL N DO 

IF SIJBBYTE(M(J),L,Y) BITAND 
THEN M(J) = M(J) i3ITOB M(1); 

END 

A9 

f 

SUBBYTE(MASK,K,l) 

END 
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ZxaGFtple 4. This example illustrates the use of tables, structures 
and pointer variables. We wish to describe the symbol tables 
necessary to implement ALGOL block structure. Blocks will be 
numbered, starting mith 1, in the order of their BEGINS. When a 
tlock is open, its identifiers mill be stored in table SYMOP. when a 
block is closed, the records tor identifiers in it will be moved 
from SYROP to table SYMCL. All records for a block are contiguous. A 
table BLOCK hel;rs to indicate where the records for each block are. 
For example, if we have so far parsed 

BEGIN COMMENT block 1; 
: 
BEGIN COMMENT Diock 2; 

: 
END; 
BEGIN COMi'lEN'P nlock 3; 

the tables will look like 

SYMCL BLOCK SYBOP 
r---- ------, (----, c _------ ---e-e > r- -- -- -- - - -, 
)idents for\ I 1 block ;---I jidents for1 
I block 2 1 
I I<--7 

t I 1 J--1 I block 1 1 
- --w-m 

L--l-block 'I 
‘--------> I 

L-m -- -- -- - -, I i---------- 1 ‘----- ]- 2 I ,------->lidents fori 
1 ------- 1 1 I block 3 I 
1 block I--' -->I 1 
, 3 ,--A- L----------J 
L- - -- - - - J 

The declarations necessary are: 

STRUCTURE SYKSTR( /*structure of SYMOLD, SYBNEW record*/ 
BYTE2 AT, /*atom for identifier*/ 
BYTE TYPE, /*type of identitier*/ 
BYTE BLOCKNO); /*block aumner in which declared*/ 

DYNAMIC SYBSTR TABLE 50 SYMOP; /*table for identifiers in open 
blocks*/ 

CYNAH6C SYMSTR TABLE 99 SYMCL; /*table for ids in closed blocks*/ 

STRUCTURE BLKSTR( /*structure of BLOCK table record.*/ 
BYTE BLOCKNO, /*block number*/ 
BYTE BLOCKSU, /*surrounding block number*/ 
POINTER PF, /*to first record for block*/ 
POINTER PL, /*to last record for block (0 if none)*/ 
BYTE TAB); /*O= block in SYMOP, 1 = SYMCL.*/ 

DYNAMIC BLKSTR 50 BLOCK; /*tanle to control block structure*/ 
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BYTE BLKCUR, BLKLAST; /*current block number and last block 
number assrgned- Both are initially O*/ 

POINTER (BLKSTR) B; /*gointer to records of type BLKSTB,*/ 
POINTER (SYMSTR) P1,P; /*pointer to records of type SYMSTR*/ 

BYTE AI, TYPE; /*global variables,*/ 

The following should perhaps 
some st~~ct~r~~a~~~~-re~%rdp is a 

pointer 
variable pointing to , and if X is the 
name of some component of that structured type, then 

P.X 

is a reference to the component X or the record pointed at by P, In 
addition, we assume there is d stack operating in the usual manner. 
LO and L1 refer to the top and second stack records before the last 
matching of the stack with a production began, RO and Rl refer to 
the current top and second stack records. 

TWO semantic routines are used to open new blocks and close 
blocks when entirely parsed: 

SOPEN: /*this routine is called when a new BEGIN for a block 
is scanned- It aads a new record for the new block in 
table BLOCK and fixes current block number. */ 

BLKLAST= BLKLASTtl; /*fix up the last block number - */ 
ENTER(BLOCK, BLKSTR(BLKCUR,RO.BLKNO,O,D,O); 

/*add the record for the neu block*/ 
BLKCUR = BLKLAST; /*fix up current block number, */ 
SYNTAX; /*return to productions*/ 

SCLOSE: /*this semantic routine is called when BEGIN END is 
on the stack, It aoves the records for this block from 
table SYMOP to SYBCL and tixes everything up. */ 

B = di BLOCK(ELKCUR); /*save the address'of BLOCK record 
for current block in B,*/ 

IF B,PF /*if this pointer is non-zero, we have some 
THEN BEGIN /*record to move to SYMCL */ 

Pl = TALLY(SYMCL,O,BACK) ; /*save address of current last*/ 
/*record of SYRCL-*/ 

FOR P IN SYMOP FROPl B,PF TO B.PL DO /*move the necessary*/ 
ENTER(SYMCL,&C(P) ); /*records from 

SYBOP to sYHcL*/ 
DELETE(SYMOP,B-PF); /*delete the moved records*/ 
B,PL = TALLY(SYMCL,Pl); /*now fix up the block record*/ 
B,PF = TALLY(SYMCL,O,BACK); to point to the neu records 

IN symclw */ 
end; 

E-TAB = 1; /*the records are now in SYMCL.*/ 
BLKCIJR = BLOCK(BLKCUR),BLOCKSU; /*new current block is the */ 
SYNTAX; /*previous surrounding one. */ 
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Two procedures are used to enter records into the symbol tables and 
to look ior records for identifiers: 

PROCEDURE DEC; /*this procedure enters a record for identifier 
AT with type TYPE ZOK block number 
ELKCUB..*/ 

begin pointer p; 
P = ENTER(SYHOP, SYMSTR(AT,TYPE,BLKCUR)); /*enter the record, 

put its address in P.*/ 
IF P-O THEN BLOCK(BLKCUR).PF=P; /*tix up the block structure*/ 
BLOCK(BLKCUR)-PL=P; /*tanle record for this block-*/ 
END; 

PROCEDURE FIND; /*this routine looks in block BLKCUR and 
surroundin blocks for an identifier named AT, 
If found, P = address of its record; otherwise 
P=O. BLKCUR, AT and P are global.*/ 

BEGIN BYTE K; 
POINTER[BLKSTR) B; 

P = 0; K = BLKCUR; /*assume me can't find AT (P=O) and 
initialize K to current block number*/ 

WHILE K DO /*we try current block and each 
surrounding block, in succession*/ 

BEGIN B = a BLOCK(K); /*save address of block record*/ 
IF B-TAB /*we look tor the identifier in the records 

records for the block - in SYMCL if block 
is closed, or SYHOP if open.*/ 

THEN P = LOOK(SYMCL.AT, AT PROM B.PF TO B.PL) 
ELSE P = LOOK(SYMOP,AT, AT PROM B.PP TO B.PL); 
IF P /*if P=O, AT masn't in block, so*/ 
THEN K = 0 /*set K to surrounding block number*/ 
ELSE K = B.BLOCKSU /*otherwise we are done - set K to*/ 

END; /*O to end the PHILE staterant*/ 
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Example 5, This example illustrates the use of code brackets to 
generate code for conditional statements of the usual form. We 
assume that IF, THEN and ELSE are reserved words, that BE and S are 
1NTS for Soolean expression and statement respectively, and that 
ENDIF is a class name for symnols which can end a conditional 
statement- The productions used here (we only list the ones 
necessary for illustration) are 

IF BE THEN > THEN EXEC SbE SCAN GO BEGINSTATEMENT 

THEN S ELSE > ELSE dXEC STHELSE SCAN GO BEGINSTATEMENT 

THEN S ENDIP > S ENDIP EXEC SIPENC GO ENDSTATEHENT 

ELSE S ENDIF > S ENDIP EXEC SIFEND GO ENDSTATEMENT 

The following semantic routines yenerate code for conditional 
statements, without carinc,j aDout the contents of the runtime 
reyisters- Ue assume the main stack has a component D which can be a 
pointer to a DESCRIPTOR. 

SBE: /*stack contained IF BE THEN and L1.D contains a 
pointer to a DESCRIPTOR for BE, */ 

R0.D = /*Generate a new label to jump to*/ 
DESCRIPTOR(KIND=&LABEL); /*if BE is false and stack it,*/ 

COCE(GOIFNOT L1.D TO R0.D); /*generate a branch-on-BE-false*/ 
/*to the label.*/ 

SYNTAX; /*returlr to productions.*/ 

SSHELSE: /*stack contained THEN S ELSE and we assume that the 
code for statement S has already been generated. */ 

R0.D = /*Jenerate a new label to jump to*/ 
DESCRIPTOR(KIND=SLABEL); /*after S is executed, stack it.*/ 

CQDE(G0 R0.D); /*generate the branch to it.*/ 
CODE(L2.D:); /*derine the address of the label*/ 

/*to branch to if BE is false.*/ 
/*CGS sets register descrptions*/ 
/*to &EMPTY and fixes any*/ 

RELEASE(L2- D); 
SYNTAX; 

/*previous branches to the label.*/ 
/*label is no longer needed-relese*/ 
/*it, return to productions,*/ 

SIFEND: /* stack contained THEN S ENUIF or ELSE S ENDIF 
and we assume code for statement S has been generated, 
L2.D contains a pointer to a DESCRIPTOR for an 
internal label for statement rollouing ENDIF, */ 

CODE(L2,Cr) ; /*define the address of the label to 
branch to if BE is false (or after 
the THEN statement has been 
executed). Reg descriptions set to 
EZMPTY and previous branches to 
lane1 are fixed up. */ 

EEELEASE(L2.D); /*release the DESCRIPTOR.*/ 
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SYNTAX; /*return to productions.*/ 

The following semantic routines can be used in place of those above. 
They illustrate the use or tne register descriptions to generate 
better code- In addition to component D, we assume that the main 
stack contains a pointer component which vi11 point to register 
descriptions, 

SBE: /*stack is as previous case*/ 
R0.D = DESCRIPTOR(KIND=&LAhEL); /*as in previous case*/ 
CCDE(GOIFNOT L1.D TO RO,0); /*as in previous case*/ 
ESAVEBEGS(l3O.P); /*save the current register descrip 

tiuus for later use.+/ 
SYNTAX; 

STHELSE: /*as in previous case, but L2.P contains a pointer 
to register descriptions as they were at the beginning of 
the THEN statement,*/ 

RO,D = DESCkIPToX(KIND=CLABEL); /*as in previous case*/ 
CCDE(GO RO,D); /*as in previous case*/ 
CEXCHREGS(L2.P); /*save the current register descrip 

tions ror later use and make the 
current ones the same as they were 
ror the THEN statement.*/ 

HO-P-L2.P; /*make sure its stacked right.*/ 
CODE[L2.D(0):) /*tIetine label - but leave register 
RELEASE(L2.D); /*descriptions alone.*/ 
SYNTAX; 

SIPEND: /*as in previous case, but 12-p contains pointer to descrip 
tions of registers a=i they were upon the branch-on-false 
or the branch arter the THEN statement.*/ 

GJOINHEGS(L2,P); /*loin the register descriptions 
with current ones, since these 
ciescribe the only places that brnch 
to here,*/ 

CODE(L2,D(O):); /* as betore, but leave register 
ERELEASE(L2-D); descriptions alone.*/ 
SYNlAX; 


